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Abstract 

Bowling is a very well-known sport around the world. In our c untry itscl more pc pie 

play bowling everyday but yet we are still lack f pr fe i nal bowling player who an 

bring up our country name in the eyes of the world. Interactive wling P rtal (I P i a 

package that introduces bowling sport to more pe pie in ur c mmunity. This p rtal an 

be classified as a learning package that all ws us r t learn and enhance th 

understanding of bowling on more detailed way. The ection that can found in thi 

portal are Introduction to Bowling, Bowling History, et s 

Send Your Vote and owling ame. 

wling, er ccdb ck 

In providing c nvenience t. u er , thi y tern i · devcl pcd a ' 

where user can accc s the p rtal website nlinc and u ing Hum· n 1 put r Int irn l1 n 

(HCJ). Thi p rtal is al o wh lly uild-up in ngli h langu gc and u ing A ti • rvcr 

Pages (ASP), Macromcdia r amwea r MX and Internet 

Information ervices (IT ). esid , with additi n f feature u h a c rful int rfa c, 

sound effect , suitable animation and pictur in crt d in the rtal will make thi 

sy tern unique and fun t be reviewed. Int ra ti c mulnrnc i 

portal to make u er feel m re int re tin' I a in t h v t In ling. 

u ·I in thi · 

I P i a y tern that an e a new alt .rnati c in intr u in 1 l hn • t 

thr ugh the web ite, Alth u h f\ 'lunll · .an tin J 1 I'·\! s 111 th ml nn ·t th 11 

teachc c pl· how to play b Jin ' l ut th 'e' ' .1t ' tr • 11 t ' uh th· 111n t • H ·1 th· 
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Lastly, thank you again to all individuals that have involved intentionally or 

unintentionally during the process of Interactive Bowling Portal (I P) system 

development and report completion. All cooperation given by every dy is really 

appreciated. 

Thank you. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Nowadays almost all people know what are tennis, golf, billiard, cricket and football. 

They even know how to play the games and do enjoy those sports games everyday. 

Bowling is also one of the famous sports in the world. We can see that bowling sports 

event is included in big sports occasions and tournaments such as lympic, ca amc , 

Commonwealth and so on. Bowling is one of the oldest sports game in the world and 

historian suggested that the game made its way across Europe with Julius aesar' 

centurions. 

However, today bowling is played by all stages and categories of p ople in the ciety. 

Almost all young, old and high society to lower society know how t play b wling rat 

least know what bowling is all about. There arc many p pie wh kn w h w to play 

bowling in our country. We even have many profc sional b wling players uch a h y 

Poh Lai, Sarah Yap Mun Yee, Lai Kin Ngoh and o on that have br ught up Malaysia's 

name in the eyes of the world. Shalin Zulkifli is the most talent d b wling player in 

Malaysia and today she is already known as world champion in b wling. 

Today, playing bowling is a very c mmon activity am ng e ery dy. orne pc pie play 

bowling as a hobby but some pe pie really inv lved in p rt eri u I . We can 

see that teenagers play bowling with their friend par nt pla ith their 

children, officer play bowlin with their c lleague and n. cl plu owlinu 

with many rea ons. ornc find that wlina is the b · ·t wa 

wisely. esidc enjoying the light ", ercis · \ hilc pl 1yin' l tin'• th· uls 
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more quality time to get along with family and friends joyfully. In fact, people also play 

bowling just because they love bowling itself and already addicted with the port. They 

play bowling to improve their skills and to win bowling tournaments. 

Because of that, today we can find many bowling centers located aim st at everywhere 

such as Cosmic Bowls at Mid Valley Megamall, Bowling Center at erjaya Time 

Square, Pyramid Mega Lanes at Sunway Pyramid and many more. he bowling centers 

are blooming like mushroom since the sport is becoming well-known among every stage 

of community. More business individuals want to invest their money in bowling center 

business due to possibility of substantial amount of profit in return. Be ides, writers al 

grab this chance by publishing more books about bowling. Many pe pl wh w uld like 

to learn play bowling also wil1 buy bowling books and thu writers will get m re r yalty 

as their income. 

Unfortunately, there are also many more people wh wi hed to play wling but d n t 

know how to play it. Though there are many bowling center that gi e cla t th se 

who wants to learn play bowling and even book that teach h w to play wling can e 

found in bookstores but yet these alternatives do not help bowling beginn r cffe tively. 

Thus, Interactive Bowling Portal (I P) i pr duccd t fulfill the ne d f b \ ling fan 

widely. IBP is produced al ng the way to uit the need, of b wlin 1 fan in toda ' 

Information and Communication Technol gy era. 

The title Interactive owlin Portal J P ntuin · th ·' m1 rtunt rd lhnt 1 • 

interactive, owlin and rtal. Fr m the xf cl Ad sn · · L iurn ·r · Int nn iti 1111 
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Student Edition Dictionary, on page 707 the term interactive brings the meaning 1) that 

involves people working together and having an influence on each other and 2) 

(computing) that allows information to be passed continuously and in both directions 

between a computer and the person who uses it. While from page 146 howling means a 

game in which players roll heavy balls (called bowls) along a special tracks towards a 

group of pins (bottle-shaped objects) and try to knock over as many of them a pos iblc. 

Lastly from page 1022 portal brings the meaning of (formal or literary) a large, 

impressive gate or entrance to a building. 

Not many people realize except for bowling players that we may hardly find bowling 

portal or websites that really teach how to play bowling in the internet. Th ugh pe pie 

can learn and get the information they want through book , magazines, and bowling 

centers that can be found very easily, but the c ways arc rather b ring and mo t pc pl 

are lack of time to go to bowling centers or read books. Reading book i le s int resting 

and readers will easily lose of concentration and thus make them hardly t remember 

what they have read. Whereas by going to bowling center, people will have t pend a 

lot of money and they can only go to the cent r that are far fr m home nly during 

operation hours. 

Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP) i implemented in web- 1 cd learning y tern incc 

computers have been one of the most imp rtant a in da lif . Almost 

every applicable task nowaday oper ting n Thi 

interactive portal may help people t learn how t pln l iwlinu in m r • int ire: tin wa . 

It is combined with multimedia el .m nts 'U h a' s un J, tr If hi 1 nuim tti n, ol 1 ·d 
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pictures and so on that may help people to remember whatever they have learned. 

Besides, this portal also can be used at anytime and anywhere without time limit as long 

as they have computer application connected to internet access connection. 

IBP may give a big impact to bowling fans. Users will find that IBP is very interactive 

and very enjoyable to learn with. Besides, IBP is developed to give extra conveniences 

so that users can browse the portal at their own pace. They can decide whether to browse 

the portal during the day or at night whenever they have free time. By operating as a 

web-based system, this portal also can be available 24-7 hours per day and in the mean 

time users do not have to worry about the cost since internet service is always the 

cheapest alternative that can be found. The portal itself is actually totally free and they 

do not have to spend their time and money searching for D-ROM. Users can br wse 

the portal in a long time but still they have t pay a small am unt or m ncy nly f r the 

internet service used. 

Last but not least, IBP also can be used as a very important tool for in tructors and 

beginners in teaching and learning to play b wling. ln time t come, thi p rtal i 

believed to be a stepping stone that may help to pr duce m re b wling pr fes i nals and 

stars for Malaysia in the future. Univ
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1.1 Project Overview 

The Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP) is a learning package that aid users especially in 

how to play bowling. Currently, it is very hard to find or we can say there is no web 

based portal on how to play bowling in the internet and most people learn to play 

bowling by using books, purchase the CD-ROM that comes from oversea through 

internet or go to bowling centers near to them. So, it is important to produce an onlinc 

portal on how to play bowling for our community needs. 

The contents that included in the portal are about introduction to bowling, owling 

equipments and rules, bowling games online, details of the right way t play bowling 

that comes with interesting graphics, pictures animation and und to increase the 

understanding of user more effectively ands n. The intcrfa e of the p rtnl web it i 

also created to be as exciting and user-friendly as p ssible t make the learning ec m 

more fun. 

IBP is implemented in a well-organized and tructured-informati n fl w. ir tly, u er 

have to register to become a member and they need to log in every time they want t 

access for information in the website. f n the I u ers v ill e taught dcp nd n their 

categories such a whether they are in beginn er, intermediate r pr CC ional rr up. 

Besides, users also can find a few links such a feedback that nil w u er to gi c 

"comments, forums link that all w users t post their di .cus i n tit · link wh .re us • · ·nn 

learn playing bowling tip f the day and o n. , thcr i al, \ lin lo 

admini trator where only admini trat r i all id t a· iss and mo · u1 Jutes n I 
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maintenance towards the IBP. This is important to ensure that the IBP will always 

functioning and operating effectively to satisfy the users who accessed the portal. 

By learning through this portal, people can save more times, costs and they do not have 

to go out of their house necessarily. They also can browse the portal as many times as 

they want to until they really understand how to play bowling in the correct way. 

Besides, the portal comes with interactive multimedia elements where users can find that 

it is very interesting to review each section of the contents. heir understanding can be 

increased and they can remember better about what they have learned through the portal. 

7 
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1.2 Problem Statement 

There are a few problem statements that had been derived towards the implementation 

and production of this courseware. The problem statements are: 

1. Lack of.information resources. 

There is hardly to be found or we can say there is no official portal website that 

really widely teaches people how to play bowling in the internet effectively. 

Almost all of the websites available are focusing on promoting their bowling 

centers and selling bowling equipments to users. These websites are very 

disappointing and not resourceful at all for those who wish to learn play bowling. 

2. Costly alternatives. 

Jn the market it is also very hard to find CD-R M ba ed learning that teach h w 

to play bowling in the market and ornetirnc there i nly ne that u ing ther 

language such as Mandarin that of course can not e under t d by many people 

except Chinese. Yet, this alternative al rcquir d user t end m m ncy t 

buy the CD-ROM as well a bo ks and going t b wling enter . Whereas I Pi 

totally free to be browsed and enc uraged unlimited u er t j in in. 

3. Ineffective teaching manual. 

lt is very dull and boring t learn h w t pla b wlin 1 b u inn b k. s111 c 

some people have tow conccntruti n abili; 

time to read. me b k .do n t ha . pi turc · an thi 1s n t int •r unn 1l 111 but 
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some books with colorful pictures are usually very expensive. Besides, the 

information is limited and can not be updated since books are not operating 

based on knowledge-sharing system. 

1.3 Project Aims 

The Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP) development is taken up to satisfy the following 

major requirements: 

To produce and provide an information and knowledge based learning tool as a new 

better alternative to our society that teaches beginners and bowling fan on how t play 

bowling correctly with the computerized concept t ease the learning and under tanding. 

Besides, to provide this portal to be used by unlimited range of user including b wling 

instructors and bowling centers as learning t ol and help them t pr duce new talents in 

bowling. 
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1.4 Project Objectives 

Project objectives can be divided into two categories that are specific objectives and 

general objectives. 

1.4.1 Specific.Objectives 

1. To design and develop Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP). 

IBP is developed as a web-based system especialJy to cater the needs of our 

community towards the effective interactive bowling learning tool resource. IBP 

that is using information technology may deliver knowledge and learning very 

fast, cheap, easy and effectively. It can be new best alternative if to be compared 

to other available methods used to learn play bowling. his al will aurac: more 

people to play bowling and ensure that enough resourc s t achieve player 

performance and help to understand how to play bowling in practical way. 

2. To create an interesting and fun Interactive B wling P rtal ( P fi r u ers to 

learn play bowling. 

IBP is designed as a simple but resourceful and nice t e reviewed y tern. 1 

is developed to encourage interactive learning so that the I arning pr c s will be 

more fun and it also will help user to remember whatever they ha e teamed 

better. The website is designed to be user-friendly ystcm u in ' suita le 

colors and font size. Multimedia clements in· l d int I P muk · thi · portal 

unique in it own way. 1 P al will I e pr bl .m thut .ur h1 •h l c \ lin ' 

l o 
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player can learn how to improve their performance whenever they have no 

chance to go to bowling center. 

3. To help bowling fans enhance their knowledge and understanding. 

Interested users may learn about the latest techniques and gather new information 

on how· to play bowling. Besides, IBP incorporates information gathering and 

knowledge sharing among users thus it makes IBP as an unlimited information 

portal of bowling. This is because IBP is functioning as an online community 

that providing user contribution metrics as well as an incentive for users to 

continue to take part in the community with the control of administrator. User 

will finally find that IBP is the most resourceful tool that helps them t kn w 

bowling very well. 

4. To learn multimedia elements and its advantages in teaching and learning. 

Multimedia element has become very imp rtant in sy tern r pr [ect 

implementations since its ability to give big impact in performance. Multimedia 

is now widely used almost in everything esp cially r adv rti ment in 

television because it can produce very interesting and uni uc f atures such a 

sounds, moving graphics, three-dimen ion (3 ) anirnati n and n. o b 

learning multimedia, knowledge in this field can e cnhan cd and it an b used 

later in the future. 

11 
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1.4.2 General Objectives 

1. To replace existing manual method in learning how to play bowling. 

Manual methods that people used to learn play bowling are usually by using 

books, magazines, going to class at bowling center and so on. These ways are 

nowadays beneficial but yet less effective and out-dated if to be compared by 

using IBP. By using IBP, the learning or even teaching method will be ea ier, 

faster and even low of cost. Students can learn at any time and any where 

without time limit as long as they have the internet access connection. This will 

be more convenient to each user too. 

2. To develop a more resourceful system. 

This system is designed to contain full f inforrnati n needed ya wling fr n in 

learning bowling. They especially can get huge information ccause I P i 

operating based on knowledge-sharing web-ba ed y tern. 

3. To implement an effective IBP as learning and teaching t I 

bowling fans and instructors. 

Information will be managed, arranged and updat d re u ntl 

pc ially f r 

y the 

administrator and users will find that it i ea· t ear h f r inf rmati n they 

need by using IBP rather than to spend time to g wling center r read 

books in order to get the same informati n the want. In truct r al an 'car h 

and print out inf rmati n rom the website t be u ·d H th' wlin •nt ·r 
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during class. This can be a big help to instructors since IBP rs always an 

interactive, cheap, updated and effective teaching tool for them. 

1.5 Project Scope 

Since the scope of the project is indeed wide, the implementation of a complete system 

would require a substantial amount of time. In this project, the system will focus more 

on telling and teaching the users how to play bowling. However, several considerations 

have been decided during the development of this system. 

1.5.1 Language 

This IBP is build-up fully using English language since most people understand nglish 

rather than other languages. English is also known as global language so more people 

can make a benefit by using this portal if it is build up in English. 
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1.5.2 Target Users 

The target users of this system are divided into two categories that are users and 

administrators: 

1.5.2.1 User~ 

The user of this system is people who browse the portal to learn play bowling. They can 

be registered user or unregistered user of IBP website. The unregistered user can only 

access a few features of the portal. Whereas registered user that has already become a 

member of IBP, is allowed to access all information provided in IBP. In order to be a 

member, each end-user has to register and log in during every time they access the 

portal. The users of IBP can be beginners or anyone that want to I am play bowling. 

The person can be at any level of age and society as long as they understand nglish and 

know how to use computer and internet. 

1.5.2.2 Administrators 

Administrator is a person who responsible in organizing and updating the p rtal fr m 

time to time. There will be a link in the portal where only admini trat r i all wed t get 

into the system and make any changes or maintenance towards the sy tern. ther pe pie 

will not be able to do so because only administrator will have the w rd and kn w 

how to manage the system. 

11 
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1.6 Importance of The Project 

The importance of the project is basically to eliminate the probJem statements that 

existed. The importances of the project are: 

1. To help attract more people to play bowling and to produce new talents in 

bowling by providing effective way to learn play bowling. 

2. To provide the most low cost and interactive fun learning play bowling tool that 

definitely different than other methods available today. 

3. To solve the lack of web-based portal that teaches how to play bowling in the 

internet and to provide this information widely. 

4. As a new better alternative to Jearn pJay bowling rather than using books C - 

ROM and going to bowling center that are rather co tly, b ring limited and 

times consuming. 

5. To overcome common reading problems such as lose of c nccntrati n and boring 

by using a more interactive and interesting way to learn about bowling. 

6. To provide a new learning tool to bowling instructor so that they can teach 

people to play bowling more effectively. 

7. Can be used as a preparation to practice playing bowling at h me bef reg ing t 

bowling center or tournaments. Univ
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1.7 Expected Outcome 

This Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP) will be a very interesting learning module to be 

used by user besides it can teach user to play bowling effectively. The multimedia 

elements used in the system is hoped will make the system unique and able to enhance 

the understanding of the user. Not only that, the portal also can be used as a stepping 

stone to provide an information resource tool available widely in the internet. Thus, 

more people can learn how to play bowling and bowling instructor also can use the 

portal because it will be easy to find. 

1.8 Limitations of The System 

IBP is developed with the hope it can serve the needs of bowling fans as effective as 

possible. However, there are a few limitations that limit the opti ns of everal fact r 

during the implementation of the system. These include: 

1.8.l Developer Point of View 

There are developer's opinions towards IBP system that are: 

I. IBP is implemented as a web-based system. 

This portal i build-up using web- a cd ystcm o f ur e th' e v ill 

unlimited amount of u er would be able t a · th' informati 11 throu th th' 
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internet. They do not have to buy a book or CD-ROM but just browse the portal 

to go through the contents. This is why the system is not provided as a stand 

alone system. However, by this way developer will not get any profit unless the 

system is developed in its own way and required users to pay in order to retrieve 

the information. 

2. Users categories. 

IBP is developed especially to cater the needs of bowling fans who are interested 

to know more about playing bowling. However, other people such as instructors 

and expertise are also encouraged to join and be a member as long as they are 

from the same background and have the same mission in joining the portal. 

3. Exposure to threats. 

As a web-based system that operates on the internet environment, the ystem is 

exposed to threats such as hackers and virus. Th se threats p ssibility may 

corrupt the system instantly. So, administrator has to prepare a back up system 

and secondary storage in order not to lose the data in the system. 

4. Language. 

The system is implemented using nglish language because m 

understand English. So, other-language-spoken persons also ha e 

English in order to enjoy the portal. 

pe pie 

know 
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1.8.2 User's Point of View 

There are a few users' opinions towards IBP system that are: 

1. Accessibility. 

IBP only can be accessed by users who have internet access connection and a 

personal computer that connected to the internet as a medium. For those users 

who do not have internet connection at home, they have to go to cyber cafe in 

order to browse IBP. So, they still have to pay some money after using the 

internet service. 

2. Computer skill. 

Users must have the ability and knowledge on using computers and have 

experience in using internet so that they will have no difficulty t br w e the 

portal. Or else, users will find the learning activities will not be interesting 

besides they are too slow in browsing the IBP and at last they will not understand 

whatever they have read or learned effectively. 

18 
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1.9 Hardware and Software Specifications 

There are a few hardware and software requirements needed in order to implement the 

system successfully. Without any of the tools, the system will not reach the requirement 

specifications and the system will not be able to achieve objectives stated. 

1.9.1 Hardware Requirements 

Hardware is the machinery and electronic parts of computer system that are used to 

develop and run the system. The minimum hardware requirements needed for IBP 

implementation are: 

• Personal Computer (PC) 

• 486MHzCPU 

• Processor Intel(R) Pentium(R) 3 or higher 

• 240 MB of RAM or higher 

• 1.5 GB of available hard disk space 

• Super VGA (800x600) pixel resolution or higher resolution video adapter and 

monitor 

• Modem with 33.6 Kbps or higher speed modem or a netw rk c nnecti n 

• Keyboard 

• Mouse 

• CD-ROM drive 
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• 3 1lz Floppy drive 

1.9.2 Software Requirements 

Software is defined as the programs used to operate a computer. The software that will 

be used to develop IBP are: 

• Microsoft Internet Explorer 

• Internet Information Service (IIS) 

• Active Server Pages (ASP) 

• Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 

• Adobe Photoshop 7.0 

• Swish v2.0 

• Microsoft Access 

• Sparkle Flash Keeper 

1.9.3 Operating System 

Operating system is defined as a set of programs that controls the way com put r work 

and runs other programs. The operating system that will u cd t run I Pi : 

• Microsoft Windows XP Professional or Home diti n 
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1.10 Project Schedule 

In organizing and developing phase for the system, a schedule is needed in developing 

the system in a more proper and timely manner. Each phase will follow the time frame 

as allocated in the Gantt Chart. Gantt Chart produces a schedule and remind about the 

earliest possible started and finished time for each phase during the process of 

developing the system until the completion date. 

Following is the Gantt Chart for Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP): 
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Table 1. 1: Gantt Chart for Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP) 

~ 

Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb 
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1. Preliminary 

Investigation 
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3. System 
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and Design 

4. Implementation 
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1.11 Summary of Chapter 1 

This chapter is mainly focused on the introduction of the project and specifically to give 

brief information about the whole part of the system. The purpose of system 

development as well as functions, objectives and concepts of the system are also stated 

in this chapter. In developing the system, the schedule and process of development is 

playing a big role as a guideline to ensure that all tasks wilJ be carried out and completed 

as planed. 

In the next chapter, Literature Review will be carried out whereby current system or 

slightly similar system will be reviewed to increase understanding on how it is 

implemented. Some references have been done in order to make plan n the 

implementation of IBP later. 
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CHAPTER 2: 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
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2.0 Literature Review 

Literature review is one of the most important features in the early stage of system 

development process. Literature review is necessary because through this stage we will 

gain information and guidelines on how the system has to be built. Thus, system design 

and architecture process can be preceded by following the founding from literature 

review process. Literature review is carried out by doing some studies on current system, 

slightly similar system, information resources, elements needed to build the system and 

so on. Through literature review, all the advantages and disadvantages of current system 

can be noticed and the best decision can be decided in order to produce a successful 

Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP). 

Previously in Chapter 1 Introduction of Interactive Bowling Portal (I P), preliminary 

investigation has been done in order to find the suitable topic and system requirement. 

Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP) is planned to be an interactive fun learning website that 

comes along with multimedia elements and have huge information of how to play 

bowling in order to function as an effective portal. During this tage to , di cu ion 

with supervisor have been carried out and a few elements have been underlined to be 

main characteristics or features that must be included in the I P. Among of the element 

are multimedia elements such as pictures, graphics, sounds and suitable c lors must be 

included in the IBP. Besides, IBP als mu t has a user-friendly interface ear ·h 

functions, log in functions, adrnini trator link and 

convenience of users in using I BP. 

n to en ure the under t mdin ' nnd 
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Consequently in order to guarantee IBP will be implemented as what has been planned 

before, investigation and analysis have been done precisely to recognize and ensure that 

suitable hardware and software will be chosen to be used during implementation phase 

later. All hardware and software available have to be considered to ensure that they will 

be compatible or useful enough in the process of producing the web-based IBP. The 

software is studied first in order to figure out whether all the elements and features that 

would like to be added in the IBP can be implemented by using the software or not. This 

process also plays a really big role since it can give impact towards the effectiveness of 

the system that will be produced. Many problems can be avoided and system 

implementation progress can be managed smoothly by first doing the literature review. 

2.1 Purpose of Literature Review 

Literature review is a necessary task in system development proc s . Th main 

important purposes of literature review are: 

1. To choose the best hardware and software for the system. 

In literature review, all current system or slightly similar system is analyzed t 

get to know what are the software and hardware being used b the sy t rn I 

make it functions. So, list of software and hardware requirements an li t 

down and each requirement is studied in order to kn w it trength 

weaknesses. Thus, the most suitable hardware and s flware will bu cl • ·t d t 

used later during implementation f the system. 

and 
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2. To gain more information. 

During the process of literature review, much information can be collected from 

other analyzed system or other resources. Examples of information that can be 

used later are like how to play bowling, pictures of people playing bowling, how 

to make an interesting color on the website, how to make the graphic moving and 

much more. So, this information gathered will be a guideline for the system that 

is going to be build and the system itself will be resourceful and successful. 

3. To ensure the system will be delivered on time and to avoid system failure. 

Not only that, by choosing the right hardware and software, the system can be 

implemented easily and fewer problems will occur. Mistakes been done will 

make system not functioning well and effectively. Thus, the system will fail and 

system implementation objectives never can be achiev d. ach pro tern ccurred 

will required analysis, redesign and redevelopment to be done. These will wa te 

a lot of time and consequently, the system will be delivered late too. 

4. To make comparison between existing systems with other alternative . 

Existing slightly similar systems and other alternatives such as books, bowling 

center, CD-ROM and so on are studied to figure out each ther' trength an 

weaknesses also the advantages and disadvantages. The T P th t i g ing t be 

built generally will eliminate all weaknesses and disadvantages f ther terns. 

Whereas reference can be done from the strengths of each existing tern and 

IBP can be implemented to be the arne way or even better. 

..7 
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2.2 System Definition 

After a few discussions, decision has been made to implement a system that teaches 

people how to play bowling. The system name is Interactive Bowling Portal (fBP). 

2.2.1 Definition of Multimedia 

Multimedia from the Oxford Advance Learner's International Students dition 

Dictionary page 871, means 1) (in computing) using sound, pictures and film in addition 

to text on a screen and 2) (in teaching) using several different ways of giving 

information. Whereas from user's perspective, multimedia can be defined as computer 

information delivery method that can be presented through audio or video, addition to 

text, graphics images and animation. For example, the using of audi and video 

application to present the changes of dynamic situation in different field uch a sp rt; 

will be able to make the presentation performs much better rather than only using text 

and image. 

Multimedia word also can be divided into two root words that arc multi and media. 

Multi, from page 871 of the same dictionary means more than ne r many. While from 

page 830, media brings the meaning of l ) (them dia) the main ways that large numb r 

of people receive information and entertainment, that is televi i n radi and the 

newspapers 2) plural of MEDIUM. From page 831, medium mean ne way f 

communicating information, 2) ornething is u cd for a parti ular pur o sc and 

(biology) a substance that omething exi t r gr w in r that it tra .ls thr u ih. 
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However, from Latin language multi means many or vanous and medium means 

substance that is used to deliver and carry something. 

Therefore from various definitions that have been gathered, the conclusion definition of 

multimedia can be made. Multimedia is a variety of data and media combination that in 

purpose of to deliver information in order to make the communication become more 

effective. It contains a combination of graphic, image, video and animation used to 

produce an excellent output. 

2.2.1.1 Multimedia Elements 

There are five important multimedia elements that will be used to develop Interactive 

Bowling Portal (IBP). The eiements are: 

1. Graphics. 

Graphics is used to explain the concept that hardly to be interpreted by text. By 

using graphics, individual understanding can be increased rath r than th u ing 

of text only. Generally, graphics is divided into two types that are bitmap and 

vector. Bitmap image is a binary representation in which a bit r et f it 

corresponds to some part of an object such as an image r font. While 

image is a version of clipart that can be edit. The ize and c I r can be 

manipulated and the clipart also can be printed. Vector clipart me in a ari ny 

of formats. The most popular are .ep , .ai and .wrnf. torn p pa requir ·I t 

store vector image is much mailer than t t re bitmap im l ie, 
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2. Image. 

Image is data that represents a two-dimensional scene. A digital image is 

composed of pixels arranged in a rectangular array with a certain height and 

width. Each pixel may consist of one or more bits of information, representing 

the brightness of the image at that point and possibly including color information 

encoded as RGB triples. Images are usually taken from the real world via a 

digital camera, frame grabber, scanner, or they may be generated by computer 

and or by ray tracing software. 

3. Animation. 

Animation is a motion picture made by photographing successive positions of 

inanimate objects. 

4. Text. 

Text is the simplest data and storage space needed to store the data is very small. 

It is the basic element of document development. 

5. Sound (Audio). 

Sound element may give a big impact towards message delivery. omm n 

format being used are sound (.snd), wave (.wav), mpeg .mp3) and midi .mid). 

Wave and sound format are used to record voice whereas midi music instrument 

digital interface) format is used to create and manipulate digital sound. 

0 
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2.2.1.2 Advantages of Multimedia 

Multimedia has been used widely by many individuals and organizations. This is 

because numerous benefits are gained from the using of multimedia. The advantages of 

multimedia are: 

1. The power of multimedia is engaging a variety learning modalities (visual and 

audio), which can appeal to various learners styles simultaneously. 

2. Interactive afforded by multimedia, which encourage practical learning become 

feasible. 

3. Allow development of many engaging, interesting and convincing presentations. 

4. Multimedia enhances text onJy presentations by adding interesting sounds and 

compelling visuals. 

5. People are more interested in multimedia messages, which combine the elements 

of text, audio, graphics and video. Communication research has hown that the 

combination of communication modes (aural and visual) offers greater 

understanding and retention of information. 

6. Used in simulations or to enhance practice of skills can support transfer learning. 
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2.2.1.3 Disadvantages of Multimedia 

Though multimedia always gives a big help towards the completion any kind of 

presentations, but there are a few disadvantages in using multimedia. The disadvantages 

of multimedia are: 

I. Purchase or rental of equipment to produce multimedia work can be costly. 

2. The use of multimedia is still new to most trainers and instructional designer so, 

it may require high learning efforts for designer. 

3. Multimedia combined wide elements of knowledge, it may contract out of 

specialized skills. 

4. Courses or classes that teach multimedia are usually available in only one 

language that is mostly in nglish. 

5. Students from developing countries can make a fully use of the material offered 

since they do not have access to the internet and lack f oftware and hardware. 

6. There are limited choice of resources of multimedia references since almost all 

of the resources comes along the way from overseas so m st of them ar in 

English and costly. 
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2.2.2 Definition of Interactive 

As have been stated before in the introduction, from the Oxford Advanced Learner's 

International Student Edition Dictionary, on page 707 the term interactive brings the 

meaning 1) that involves people working together and having an influence on each other 

and 2) (computing) that allows information to be passed continuously and in both 

directions between a computer and the person who uses it. Interactivity is basically one 

technology provided by multimedia which it is called Multimedia Interactive. 

Interactive multimedia is a technology that allows users to use variety of input devices to 

communicate with computer and corresponding between each other. xamples of the 

input devices are joystick, keyboard, touch screen, mouse, microphone and so on. By 

using these devices, they also enables users to interact with text, graphic , ound, 

animation and video in order to retrieve the information needed in a more e citing 

situation. 

Nowadays multimedia interactive is already widely used. At the museum ho pital, 

bookstores and bank we can see many touch screen provided for user t r trieve 

information they want, to make money transaction, to search for locati n of a place and 

so on. Not only that, far-distance-learning is also becoming trend in ur community 

today. By using multimedia interactive, learning proce s can progrc sm thl tu 

computer, video and satellite. esidcs, interactive multimedia al o has been adapt d into 

interactive-based learning through the web, ~R M, vide -t p · and 'a· .ett -. Th • • 
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are many other examples of multimedia interactive usage can be found since the use of it 

has no limitation at all. 

In a web-based learning or basically we also can classify it as computer-aided learning 

situation; the using of interactive multimedia has become very important. Interactive 

multimedia is used to produce a more appealing and motivating learning situation by 

interacting with users. The attractive color combinations used as the interface, the 

arrangements of information on the website, the pictures added and so on will make the 

message that is going to be delivered will be more effective. Besides, users also will not 

feel boring and able to go through each section of the portal in a long time. 

2.2.3 Definition of Bowling 

Bowling means a game in which players roll heavy balls (called bowls) along a special 

tracks towards a group of pins (bottle-shaped objects) and try to knock ver a many of 

them as possible. This definition of bowling can be found from page 146 of Oxford 

Advance Learner's International Student Edition Dictionary. 

Bowling is indoor sport, also called tenpins, played by rolling a ball down an alley at ten 

pins. A regulation bowling alley is made of polished w d and measures I 4. I cm t 

106. 7 cm wide and 18.3 m from the foul line, where the ball is delivered, to the center of 

the head pin that is 19.2 m to the end of the alley. Bowlers r II a ball made f rubber 

composite or plastic, which has three or four finger hole and weigh f m 4. to 7.2 

kg, at plastic-covered maple pins standing 38.1 cm hi h and wci hin r l ·rv · ·n I. 
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to 1.64 kg, set up in a triangular array in rows of increasing width at the opposite end of 

the alley. 

A game consists of 10 frames, with two balls allowed a bowler in each frame. Each pin 

knocked down counts one point. Toppling all pins with the first ball is a strike and 

scores 10 points plus the total of the next two balls. Clearing the alley with two balJs is a 

spare and scores 10 points plus the next roll. A perfect game, 300 points, requires 12 

consecutive strikes. 

2.2.4 Definition of Portal 

An internet portal is a website that acts as a starting point with links to many other sites. 

Some of the largest portals include Yahoo, xcite, Lycos, Netscape, Alta Vi ta, M N, 

and AOL.com. There are also many smaller portals, known as "niche portals", for 

specific interests. These sites include Fool.com for investors and ard n.com for 

gardeners. Most large portals have millions of web pages indexed for visitors to search 

through. They also have a large directory of websites, which are categorized by topic. 

Though the primary purpose of a portal is to find other sites for users to search for 

information they need. 

Whereas in page I 022 of Oxford Advance Learner's International tudent dition 

Dictionary stated that portal brings the meaning of (formal or lit rar a large, 

impressive gate or entrance to a building. Portal u ually c ntain a lot f inf rmati n f 

a subject. Portal is used to keep information ab ut om 'thin a mu ·h u · 
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order to provide the data for other people to refer. In this situation, the IBP is 

implemented to work as an interactive portal that teaches users how to play bowling. 

That is why browsing IBP is like entering a huge world of bowling information. 

2.3 Web-Based System 

Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP) is an interactive portal where users learn how to play 

bowling correctly. IBP is implemented as a web-based system since there are many 

advantages in using web-based system rather than by using other methods. Web-based 

can be divided to two keywords that are web and based. Web as defined in page 1526 

from Oxford Advance Learner's International Student Edition Dictionary is I) a 

complicated pattern of things that are closely connected to each ther and 2) (th w ,b) a 

Web site where a company, etcetera has information about itself on the Web. Whereas 

based from page 94 means 1) (on something) if one thing is based n another; it uses it 

or is developed from it and 2) (-based) (in compounds) containing something as an 

important part or feature. 

IBP is functioning as a web-based system mainly because it is developed t cater the 

needs of our community especially the bowling fans. The advantage f u ing wcb 

based system are: 

I. To cater the substantial amount of our community reque t c 

fans towards bowling learning resource . 
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By using web-based system, the portal will be implemented as a website that can 

be browsed via computer as long as there is an internet connection connected to 

the computer. Through internet, the information can be delivered widely and 

almost all people will be able to retrieve the information about learning how to 

play bowling. 

2. Information delivery becomes fast, easy, low of cost and save a lot of times. 

Not only that, by using web-based system; the information can be retrieved 

easily. Users only have to type the URL of the website and clicks enter to get 

into the website. They do not have to purchase books, by CD-ROM, video 

cassette or even going to bowling center. The information is at the fingertips and 

they may learn how to play bowling instantly. 

3. Information is updated and available at 24 hours per day. 

Besides, web-based system enables administrator to make update t ward the 

website from time to time. Not like a book, whereas writers have to publish the 

books into a number of editions. So, by using web-based th user may get the 

latest information from the portal and they wont feel boring br w ing the site 

since there will be changes towards the portal interfaces and its c ntents. After 

maintenance has been done, the website will operate as u ual. er may get int 

the website at any time they want since internet service is acce sible with ut time 

limit at all. 
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4. As a new alternative to replace other traditional method. 

Nowadays computer is playing a big role in every people's life. Computer is 

becoming more important since almost all businesses, transactions, tasks and so 

on are carried out by computer. So, IBP is developed as a web-based system to 

adapt with our ICT world environment today. By operating using the medium of 

computer, automatically more people will learn to use computer. Not only that, 

this is important since learning through computer is much helpful if to be 

compared by using books. 

5. To increase understanding of knowledge and to provide fun learning 

environment. 

IBP is implemented along with multimedia interactive elements. This makes the 

website more interesting and fun to be browsed by u er. ecau e fits features, 

users may remember whatever they have learned better and this also may 

enhance their understanding. Moreover, IBP may attract more u er to br wse it 

contents and thus learn how to play bowling later. 
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2.4 Information Gathering Method 

Literature review is done by practicing a few methods to gather data. Variety of methods 

have been carried out because many kinds of data needed, required different ways to 

retrieve them. Methods that have been used to collect data were: 

1. Documentation method. 

Data is assembled by doing some studies and analysis towards documents that 

are related to IBP. The documents obtained from own private collections, 

friends, and also from documents at the library. 

2. Browsing internet method. 

Information also can be collected through internet. From internet, a few system 

that are slightly similar to IBP be studied and the informati n obtained i kept f r 

reference later. Information such as suitable software and hardware needed to 

implement IBP, about bowling itself, and the way how IBP can be implemented 

also can be retrieved from browsing the internet. 

3. Observation method. 

Observation method is done by collecting the data ne ded thr ugh bservation 

towards the system that being studied to be implemented. The item ope, 

objectives, limitation and so on are the important guidelines in rd 'r to plan and 

design the IBP that is going to be implemented. ontinu us ob 'rvati n towards 
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system implementation and reference systems have to be done from time to time 

in order to evaluate IBP's progress. 

4. Analysis method. 

Analysis is important and be done after all the required data are collected. The 

data then interpreted and elaborated into a more simple, solid and suitable format 

depending on self understanding. 

5. Comparison method. 

In order to make the best decision for IBP, comparisons have to be done to 

choose the best choice among other available choices. For example to choose a 

database software that is going to be used later, comparison between Microsoft 

Access 2002 and My SQL has to be done so that the best decision can be made. 
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2.5 Review of Existing Systems and Book 

There are five existing systems and a book have been reviewed during this literature 

review process was being carried out. The systems are all web-based system found by 

browsing from the internet. While the book that teaches how to play bowling, was 

bought from Kinokuniya Suria KLCC book store. 

2.5.1 The Bowling Portal.com 

- (URL - http://www.thebowlingportal.com/), 09/08/2004. 

The first existing system that has been reviewed is The Bowling Portal.com. This system 

has been selected because from its name itself, the system functions as a portal that gives 

information to internet users about bowling. The information provided is covering the 

whole elements of bowling and bowling fans can find almost all informati n that they 

want such as bowling equipments, bowling alleys, tournaments and so on. 

There are a few features that have been found from this website. The features are the 

necessary elements needed in any website portal including IBP. The feature arc: 

1. Huge information resource. 

The Bowling Portal.com is a website that provides information about ther 

bowling websites as much as possible. A can be seen, the web ite give link 

other websites where users can purcha e and get any inf rmati n related 

bowling in the internet. F r example, there ar link ' her us r an pur .hu · • 
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bowling equipments such as ball, shoes, ball cleaners and so on. Besides, users 

also can get into directory that lists down all bowling center's website, bowling 

books that can be purchased, bowling tournaments and many more. 

2. Nice looking interface. 

The interface of The Bowling Portal.com is very simple with suitable colors and 

the contents are organized systematically. Users may understand and can browse 

the website easily. 

3. Search engine module. 

This system also has search engine module that can be used by all users in order 

to help them in searching any information related to bowling that they want. By 

typing in the keywords of the needed information, J P will list down all 

necessary information related to the given keyword to be cho en by the u er. 

This module will make the information search process faster and easier. 

However, there are a few system weaknesses that can be detected from The Bowling 

Portal.com that are: 

1. The Bowling Portal.com functions more as a directory. 

Generally, The Bowling Portal.com does not help bowling fan learn playin 

bowling at aJI. This i because the websit only pr vide links t th r \! cb it · 

related to bowling. Users will find that though The wlin i P rtal. rn pr vide 
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links to other bowling websites that teach how to play bowling, but the websites 

do not help much since the information provided is not complete. 

2. Time consuming. 

Besides, users will have to spend very long time to browse from one website to 

another in order to search the best website that caters their needs. This will waste 

their time and very itchy. 
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Figure 2.1: The Bowling Portal.com Website Interface 
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2.5.2 The Ip-atlas.com 

- (URL - http://www.ip-atlas.com/pub/bowling), 09/08/2004. 

The second system that has been reviewed is Ip-atlas.com. This website provides other 

websites links that related to bowling. As can be seen, Ip-atlas.com gives links t 

bowling video clips websites, bowling portals websites, bowling balls websites, websites 

that sell bowling equipments and so on. This means, Ip-atlas.com is actually not a 

website that teaches users how to play bowling. In fact, users have to find by themselves 

all the topics that might be useful for them to learn play bowling. 

There are a few features exist in The Ip-atlas.com that can be used to implement fBP 

later. Some of the features or positive characteristics that can be seen from this system 

are: 

I. Well organized interface. 

The interface of Ip-atlas.com is very simple, organized systematically and the 

fonts used are very clear. Thus, it is very easy to understand the fl w and 

contents of the website. The website also has a nice and colorful interface. rt may 

attract many users to browse the website since it is easy to be navigated and 

looks quite different than other available website. 

2. Huge information provided. 

Not only that, th ugh Ip-atlas.corn nly give link· t ther v c itc re' udinu to 

bowling; but the scope of inti rmati n pr vidcd in this ' stern i · hu ' '. s .rs 
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can see that there is all information about bowling that can be found from this 

system such as how to calculate the score and even the video clips that shows the 

techniques in playing bowling. Bowling fans can see the right movements in 

playing bowling by watching the video clips and they do not necessarily have to 

go to bowling centers. 

However, there are a few system weaknesses can be found from The Ip-atlas.com that 

are: 

1. This system does not teach how to play bowling. 

The ip-atlas.com is not a website that its main purpose is to teach users how t 

play bowling, but it provides links to other websites that are related to bowling. 

This is because, the websites provide little information n h w t play b wling 

and the contents are more on advertising and selling stuffs related to bowling. 

2. Unfriendly interface. 

Besides this website also does not has an interesting interface because it I ks 

very simple and has wide empty spaces. Its interface als I k like a kid , 

website because of its color combination is not suita le for all range of u er . 

The interface also is not interesting at all since it doc n t has picture , graphi 

or animation and this can derive users to feel boring while brow ing the tern. 
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Figure 2.2: The Ip-atlas.com Website Interface 

2.5.3 The Bowling Fans.com 

- (URL - http://www.bowlingfans.com), 09/08/2004. 

The Bowling Fans.com is a website that has been developed by American developer 

especially to cater the needs of bowling fans there. The Bowling Fans.c m i a very 

resourceful website which has huge and variety information about bowling. It is not nly 

teaches users how to play bowling but it also gives users informati n ab ut b wling 

tournaments, links to other bowling websites, suggestions of bowling center place t 

purchase bowling equipments, tips of the day and so on. This system i basically the 

example of how the IBP going to be developed. However, the rBP will c fi u in n 

the needs of bowling fan in Malaysia and the y tern i dcv 'lop ·d t 

interactive learning between the users and the y tern it cl r. Thi will · a new m •th d 
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of learning rather than reading only method provided by other websites which will make 

user feels boring while browsing the page. 

Bowling Fans.com has a few basic elements that can be considered during the process of 

IBP development later. Some of the useful elements that can be seen from this system 

are: 

1. Log in and registration module. 

This website encourage user to register to be a member and log in every time 

they want to browse the system. Users do not have to pay to join the community 

and users can gain more benefit by signing up to be a member since a few links 

are prohibited to those unregistered users of the website. By signing in as a 

member, users can browse all sections of the website pr vided by the 

administrator. 

2. Feedback module. 

The website also provide feedback column for users to send their comments and 

suggestions about the website to the adrninistrat r. Both regi tercd and 

unregistered users are allowed to use this function. 

3. Updated information. 

Not only that, the website is also very reliable ecau c the admini trat r will 

always update the information in the we site. lt als perating eff cti 'I since 

the maintenance will bed ne · the adrnini trator fr· [uentl . i\dmini umt r will 
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log in into the system through the administrator log in module. Only 

administrator is allowed to make any changes towards the system. 

4. Simple interface. 

The interface of Bowling Fans.com is also quite full of links and the color 

combinations are quite simple. It looks like it is more targeting to adult users. 

5. Forum module. 

This website also provide forum module where users can post any information 

regarding bowling to the website. Thus, users can have discussion and 

consequently the website can be a huge information gathering for users to share 

and retrieve any information they want. This module only provided for registered 

users while unregistered users only can read the forum posted. 

6. Article module. 

Not only that, through article module all information regarding bowling fr m the 

newspapers, other websites, magazines and s on will be uploaded by 

administrator and users can gain the latest inforrnati n 

section. 

owling from thi · 
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However, there are a few system weaknesses that can be found from The Bowling 

Fans.com that are: 

I. The website does not teach how to play bowling. 

The Bowling Fans.com is actually not a website that basically with the aim to 

teach users how to play bowling. It only combines everything about bowling for 

bowling fans to retrieve. For those who are new to bowling, they may hardly 

understand about the contents of the website. 

2. Confusing interface. 

Besides, though the website can be classified as resourceful, but its interface 

looks too crowded. The arrangements of information links on the interface are 

not really nice and look confusing. There are also less multimedia interactive 

elements, less pictures, not suitable font used and dull col r combination 

included into the website thus making the website looks common a other 

available websites. 

3. Unclassified information provided. 

Bowling Fans.com also does not categorized the bowling fans category thus 

disable users to browse which sections are suitable for them based-on their 

bowling performance whether they are beginner, profc ional r int rmediate. 

This system is also focusing more towards pr fe i nal and adult player but 

not really suitable for the beginner and unger pla er . 
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4. Unrelated information provided. 

The information in the website is based on overseas or United States (US) 

bowling resources. So, some of the information are not related for users in 

Malaysia for examples suggestions of bowling center where users can play 

bowling. 
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2.5.4 The Big Bowling.com 

- (URL - http://www.bigbowling.comD, 09/08/2004. 

The Big Bowling.com is a website which focuses on selling things related to b wling 

such as accessories, bags, balls, shoes and so on. However, this system does not provide 

any information that can help users learn how to play bowling at all. Bowling users may 

find that this website is very helpful if they want to purchase bowling equipments. They 

do not have to go to bowling equipment shops in order to purchase those equipments but 

they only can make the order online through the website itself. 

After has been reviewed, there are a few system strengths that can be found from The 

Big Bowling.com that are: 

1. Well-organized interface. 

This website's interface is very simple, nice, not crowded and rganizcd very 

well. Users may find that it is very easy to browse the web itc. 

2. Search engine module. 

The website also provide search engine for u ers to find information they want 

especially the products they would like to purchase. 
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However, there are a few system weaknesses that can be found from The Big 

Bowling.com that are: 

I. This system does not teach users how to play bowling. 

Unfortunately, Big Bowling.com is not a website for users to learn how to play 

bowling. It is a website implemented to advertise bowling products for users to 

purchase by using credit card. Though, it does not give many choices for uses to 

choose the products they want. 

2. Simple but boring interface. 

The website is too simple with no interesting features included. There are less 

pictures and interactive multimedia elements included into the system. 
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2.5.5 The Keoz9.com 

- (URL - http://keoz9.com/bowlingl), 09/08/2004. 

The Keoz9.com is a portal that provides information and links to other website related to 

bowling. Some of the links are like bowling associations, bowling center, youth 

bowling, bowling equipments to be purchased and so on. Basically, this system is not 

focusing on teaching bowling fans on how to play bowling but functions more as a 

directory for bowling fans to search information. 

There are a few system strengths that can be found from The Keoz9.com that ar : 

l. Search engine module. 

The website has search engine for users to search for the website that they want 

to browse. 

2. Well-organized interface. 

Besides, this website also has a very organized interface, nice color c mbination 

and font size thus making it easy f r u er to br w e the c ntcnt. Univ
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However, there are a few system weaknesses can be found from The Keoz9.com that 

are: 

1. This system does not be implemented to teach how to play bowling. 

The Keoz9.com is not a website for bowling fans to learn how to play bowling o 

of course the website do not really resourceful in helping to serve information 

needed by bowling fans. 

2. Unclear and interesting interface. 

The interface of the website is quite nice but the color is quite blur and the fonts 

is also quite small so it makes the website is hard to read and users may find the 

website quite dull and boring. Not only that, the website also d not ha any 

pictures at all and no multimedia interactive elements included in the website. 
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Figure 2.5: The Keoz9.com Website Interface 

2.5.u Winning Bowling: A Complete Illustrated Guide to Winning Bowling 

Techniques 

Besides reviewing other slightly existing systems through the internet, other bowling 

learning method such as by using book has also been studied during the literature review 

process. A bowling book titled Winning Bowling - A Complete Illu trated uide to 

Winning Bowling Techniques has been purchased to be used a a reference during the 

development of IBP. 
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There are a few advantages of this book 

1. Resourceful bowling book. 

This book contains very complete guides that teach readers how to play bowling. 

Readers may find that it is very resourceful and provide full basic information for 

bowling fans who would like to know more about the right way to play bowling. 

Besides, the book also provides glossary sections so that readers may refer and 

understand what are the meaning of each term used in bowling. 

2. Interesting pictures. 

The book also includes pictures in order to show to readers the right techniques 

in playing bowling. Then, readers can imitate the actions and practice them when 

they play bowling at the bowling center. 

3. Suitable for mobility. 

Not only that, the book also very practical since it is suitable for mobility. 

Readers can bring the book to wherever they want and read it at their 

convenience time. Moreover, book can be kept for a long time and the 

information also will never lose. It is also available at any time. 

4. No any other application needed. 

By using the book, readers do not have to set up computer applicau n · and other 

hardware in order to retrieve information about h w to play bowlin l, This 

method is also very fast and ca y c · · ially for read "rs who ar • n t .xp •1 t in 
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using computer and internet. Readers who do not have internet connection at 

home may find that using book is more helpful rather than going to cyber cafe to 

browse internet to learn bowling. 

However, there are a few disadvantages can be found when using book Winning 

Bowling - A Complete Illustrated Guide to Winning Bowling Techniques. The 

disadvantages are: 

1. This book has a very less pictures and focusing more on text. Besides, the 

pictures and text avaiJabJe are not illustrated but in black and white. This makes 

the book is rather boring to be read and not interesting at all. 

2. Limited information. 

Moreover, any bowling books not only this book; can not be updated from time 

to time thus the contents of the books is limited. Readers may read thi book 

until finish however in time to come, the knowledge that the readers have might 

be is already out dated. So, by reading through website especially IBP, reader 

can gain new knowledge frequently with no limit. 

3. Costly alternative. 

The book is very costly if to be c mpared with u ing the internet t get the same 

information. Books that come with illu trated colored icturc and hardcover ar • 

usually will cost much higher than this ok pur ha ed. Thi bo k price i · 

RM52.00 and this is the cheapest bo k availabl '. 
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Figure 2.6: Book Purchased En-titled Winning Bowling - A Complete Illustrated 

Guide to Winning Bowling Techniques 

Anthony, E., Taylor, D. (1994). Winning Bowling - A omplete Illustrated uide to 

Winning bowling Techniques. Contemporary Publishing Group, Inc. 

2.6 System Architecture 

System architecture consists of the various component artifacts and how they fit 

together. The architecture of a software product might be described as object-oriented, 

pipes and filters, or client server. 

2.6.1 Mainframe 

Mainframe Architecture is not a client-server architecture. With mainframe oltware 

architectures all intelligence is within the central ho t computer. er intern t with the 

host through a terminal that captures key tr kc and end that inf rmati n to th · ho. t. 
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Mainframe software architectures are not tied to a hardware platform. User interaction 

can be done using PCs and UNIX workstations. A limitation of mainframe software 

architectures is that they do not easily support graphical user interfaces or access to 

multiple databases from geographically dispersed sites. Jn the last few years, mainframes 

have found a new use as a server in distributed client-server architectures. 

2.6.2 Client-Server Architecture 

Client-server architecture is a computer network system in which a central server 

provides data to a number of computers connected together in a network. Examples of 

client-server architecture are two-tier architecture and three-tier architecture. 

2.6.2.1 Client Server Architecture Concept 

As a result of the limitations of file sharing architectures, the client- erver architecture 

emerged. This approach introduced a database server to replace the file erver. mg a 

relational database management system (DBMS), user queries could be answered 

directly. The client-server architecture reduced network traffic by providing a query 

response rather than total file transfer. It improves multi-user updating through a 

Graphic User Interface (GUI) front end to a hared databa e. In client-server 

architectures, Remote Procedure all (RP ) or tandard ucry anguage ) 

statements are typically used to communicate between the cli nt and erver. 
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2.6.2.2 Two-tier Architecture 

With two-tier client-server architectures, the user system interface is usually located in 

the user's desktop environment and the database management services are usually in a 

server that is a more powerful machine that services many clients. Processing 

management is split between the user system interface environment and the database 

management server environment. The database management server provides stored 

procedures and triggers. There are a number of software vendors that provide tools to 

simplify development of applications for the two-tier client-server architecture. The two 

tier client-server architecture is a good solution for distributed computing when work 

groups are defined as a dozen to 100 people interacting on a LAN simultaneously. It 

does have a number of limitations. 

When the number of users exceeds 100, performance begins to deteriorate. Thi 

limitation is a result of the server maintaining a connection via "keep-alive" mes ages 

with each client, even when no work is being done. A second limitation of the two-tier 

architecture is that implementation of processing management services using vendor 

proprietary database procedures restricts flexibility and choice f BM for 

applications. Finally, current implementations of the two-tier architecture provide 

limited flexibility in moving (repartitioning) program functionality from one server to 

another without manually regenerating procedural code. 
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2.6.2.3 Three-tier Architecture 

The three-tier architecture is also referred to as the multi-tier architecture emerged to 

overcome the limitations of the two-tier architecture. In the three-tier architecture, a 

middle-tier was added between the user system interface client environment and the 

database management server environment. There are a variety of ways of implementing 

this middle-tier, such as transaction processing monitors, message servers, or application 

servers. 

The middle-tier can perform queuing, application execution, and database staging. For 

example, if the middle tier provides queuing, the client can deliver its request to the 

middle layer and disengage because the middle tier will access the data and return the 

answer to the client. In addition the middle layer adds scheduling and prioritization for 

work in progress. The three-tier client-server architectur has been shown to impr ve 

performance for groups with a large number of users and improves flexibility when 

compared to the two-tier approach. 

Flexibility in partitioning can be a simple as "dragging and dropping" application c de 

modules onto different computers in some three-tier architectures. A limitation with 

three-tier architectures is that the development environment is reportedly m re difficult 

to use than the visually-oriented development of tw -tier application . 
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2. 7 Operating System 

Operating system is a set of programs that controls the way a computer works and run 

other programs. Examples of operating system are Windows NT, Windows 2000, 

Windows XP and so on. 

2.7.1 Windows NT 

Windows NT is a 32-bit operating system. It is a preemptive, multi-tasking operating 

system, which means that the operating system controls allocation of CPU time, not the 

applications, stopping one application from hanging the operating system. NT supports 

multiple CPU's giving true multi-tasking, using symmetrical multiprocessing, meaning 

the processors share all tasks, as opposed to asymmetrical multiprocessing, where the 

operating system uses one CPU and the applications another. 

NT is also a fault tolerant operating system, with each 32 bit application perating in its 

own virtual memory address space 4 Giga bytes which means one application cannot 

interfere with another's memory space. Unlike earlier version of Windows such a 

Windows for Workgroups and Windows 95, NT is a complete operating system. NT' 

other main plus is its security with a special NT file system (NT· that allow 

permissions to be set on a file and direct ry basi . There are a tually tw ver ions of 

Windows NT that are Windows NT erver, designed to act a a erver in network , and 

Windows NT Workstation for stand-al ne or client work tations. 
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2.7.2 Windows XP 

Windows XP is an operating system that most commonly used nowadays. This operating 

system has many necessary, interesting, additional and updated features if to be 

compared with other previously established operating system such as Windows 98, 

Windows 2000 and Windows ME. Users may find that by using Windows XP as a 

platform, all tasks can be carried out easily and faster. Windows XP is available in two 

types that are Windows XP Professional dition and Windows XP Home dition. 

Windows XP Professional gives all the benefits of Windows XP Home Edition plus 

additional remote access, security, performance, manageability, and multilingual 

features that make it the operating system of choice for businesses of all sizes and people 

who demand the most out of their computing experience. 

There are many common features provided by Windows XP that are much better if to be 

compared with previous operating system. Window XP ha a new user interface that 

makes it easy to find what is needed and when it is needed. It also has a reliable 

foundation that can be counted on since it keeps u er computer up and running when 

they need it most. Besides, user also can use Window Media Player which user can u e 

it as a single place for finding, playing, organizing and toting digital m dia. N t nly 

that this operating system also allows users t easily c nnect and hare the mputer 

and devices from home by using network setup wizard. Wherea wind ws messenger 

provided is the ultimate communication and c llab rati n t I with in tant mt: agin , 

voice and vide conferencing and applicati u haring. La ti th h ·11 and 'UPP irt 
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center provided will make user easy to recover their computer from any problems and 

get help and support when they need it. 

2.8 Database Management System 

Database Management System (DBMS) is a system that manage, store, update, delete 

the data that is stored in the database. Database is the organized set of data that is stored 

on a computer and can be looked at and used in various ways. Examples of database arc 

Microsoft Access 2000, My Structured Query Language (MySQL ), Oracle and so on. 

2.8.1 Microsoft Access 2000 

Microsoft Access 2000 is one of the most commonly used database software. Microsoft 

Access 2000 is a Relational Database Management System. This software always c mes 

along with Microsoft Office Software Application Package. This why this software is 

used by almost all of people since it is available and widely easy to get and be install. 

Many people know how to use this software because it is very simple and easy to use. 

However, this software also has disadvantages such a it doe not provide an in 

interesting interface. So, users usually use this software a a behind the cene part f the 

system. 
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2.8.2 My Structured Query Language (MySQL) 

My Structured Query Language (MySQL) is a Relational Database Management 

System. A relational database adds speed and flexibility, by storing data in separate 

tables rather than putting all the data in one area. These tables are Jinked by defined 

relations making it possible to combine data from several tables upon request. Using a 

RDMS means it is possible to add, access, and process the data stored in database. 'SQL' 

stands for "Structured Query Language" - the most common standardized language used 

to access databases. MySQL is open source software. Open Source software means that 

the source code can easily be manipulated and modified by anyone. 

MySQL is very fast, reliable, and easy to use. MySQL also has a very practical et of 

features developed in close cooperation with its users. MySQL is used to access 

databases on the internet due to its connectivity, speed and ecurity. lt wa riginally 

developed to manage large databases at a much faster speed than the solutions that 

previously existed. 
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2.9 Programming Language 

Programming language is the computer language that being used in order to create 

functions by writing and testing the programs in the computer. The examples of 

programming language are Active Server Pages (ASP), Java Server Pages (JSP), Visual 

Basic (VB) and so on. 

2.9.1 Active Server Pages (ASP) 

Active Server Pages (ASP) is a technology that enables dynamic and interactive web 

pages to be made. ASP uses server-side scripting to dynamically produce web pages that 

are not affected by the type of browser the website visitor is using. The default scripting 

language used for writing ASP is VBScript. ASP pages have the exten ion .a p in read 

of .html. 

When a page with the extension .asp is requested by a browser the web server kn w to 

interpret any ASP contained within the web page before sending the HTM produced to 

the browser. This way all the ASP is run on the web erver and n A P will ever be 

passed to the web browser. Any web pages containing A P cannot be run by ju t imply 

opening the page in a web browser. The page must be reque ted through a we erver 

that supports ASP, this is why ASP stands for Active erver Pages no server, no active 

pages. 
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As ASP was first introduced by Microsoft on its web server, Internet Information 

Services (JIS) that runs on Windows 2000/XP Pro/NT4; it is this web server that ASP 

pages usually run best on. Users have to install Microsoft's Internet Information Services 

(IIS) if they wish to play around with ASP on their own system. Lucky ff S or its micro 

version Personal Web Server (PWS) comes free with Windows. 

2.9.2 Personal Home Pages (PHP) 

PHP stands for Personal Home Page. PHP is a server-side scripting language whose 

primary purpose is to generate HTML content. With the current direction of the Web, it 

is easily being adapted to writing out all forms of XML content as well. It was originally 

developed as a set of server-side modules to perform some specific Web-server tasks on 

small, Unix-based Web servers. There are three things that make PHP popular. The fir t 

is that it is easy, easy to implement, easy to learn, and easy to use. The second is that it is 

free. The third is that it runs on almo t any Web server on almost any platform currently 

available. 

The core features of PHP are built around the ability to process strings and arrays, as 

well as to work as an object-oriented programming language. Beyond this most of PHP 

is a collection of modules that can be added in on the server as needed to perform a large 

variety of specific tasks. In other words, it i a highly cu t rnizable application, and y u 

can keep it small by only installing as much a you need t perform required ta ks. 
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2.10 Summary of Chapter 2 

As the conclusion, this chapter is mainly about the literature review that has been done 

towards existing systems and book by using several types of information gathering 

methods. All software, hardware and other system development tools available were 

studied and compared in order to be chosen for the use of IBP implementation later. 

From the tasks that have been carried out, much information about system 

implementations have been gathered and all of the information will be used as a 

reference during coming phases. 

In the next chapter, System Methodology will be carried out. In this chapter, the process 

of system development will be explained in detail. Each phase has its own importance in 

order to ensure the IBP system will be developed step by step so that the final y tern 

will be successful. 
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CHAPTER 3: 

METHODOLOGY 
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3.0 Method and Methodology 

Method and methodology is a common process that has to be carried out during any of 

system development life cycle. Method as defined in the Oxford Advance Learner 

Dictionary International Student Edition from page 837, is a particular way of doing 

something. Whereas methodology as in page 838, defined as a set of methods and 

principles used to perform a particular activity. Methodology is also known as a way of 

developing a software product, or the science of methods. 

Methodology is an important aspect where objects and resources are examined and 

studied before developing the intended system. Methodology is composed of two root 

words that are 'methodos' and 'logos' that comes from Babylon words. 'Methodo ' 

brings the meaning of a way or method. While 'logos' mean knowledge of methods 

used to analyze or examine something. By choo ing the correct method I gy, the correct 

system analysis can be performed. 

System analysis is done before the system is being implemented. This is because to 

ensure that the proposed system can be developed and functioned uccessfully. 

Methodology elements really play as important role becau e before the I P can be 

developed, a method and methodology have to be ch sen in rder t implement the 

system step by step. The right methodology will give a guide on how the y tern should 

be implemented accordingly. 
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There are many methodology can be chosen in order to develop the IBP. In order to 

develop IBP, the waterfall model with prototyping has been chosen since they are really 

suitable and the methods are convenience to be followed. The concept of the 

methodology is also very practical and flexible and in the same time it is very easy to be 

understood by the developer. It can be the best guideline to be followed throughout the 

development until the completion of IBP system. 

3.1 Objectives of Using Methodology 

The main objectives of using methodology in system development is to examine the 

right way and methods that been used to find all the resources for the system. The 

resources are needed to extract information regarding the system that being developed 

and to set up methods to develop the proposed system. The most uitable cho en 

methodology will be a guide line in developing web-based Interactive owling Portal 

(IBP) later. 

3.2 Advantages of Using Methodology 

Methodology is a very important element that ha be u ed during the IBP 

development process. This is because there are many strong r a on that ive advantage 

on why the methodology has to be folJowed during the implementation of l P. The 

advantage are: 
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I. Methodology can give an idea on how the IBP should be built. This is because 

each methodology has its own stages so the IBP can be developed step by step 

according to the phases of the methodology chosen. 

2. Each phase of methodology also has its own important stages and it can give fine 

description to the developer on what has to be done in developing the system. 

This is because each phase has its own important elements and major activities 

that will guide developer throughout all of the process of development. 

3. By implementing IBP piece by piece, more system failures can be detected and 

solved earlier. This is because after each phase of development, the system will 

be tested continuously and maintenance towards any features that failed or 

missing can be done. 

4. There are more problems can be avoided by using methodology. This is because 

each phase of development is independent towards each other so, any failure or 

changes in any phase would give impact towards other pha es. y tern failure 

have to be detected earlier since it can save more times, save budget, make the 

system to function successfully without any failure and features missing and 

lastly the system can be delivered on time. 
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3.3 Modeling The Process and Life Cycle 

3.3.1 What Is A Process? 

Process is a series of things that are done in order to achieve particular result. It is a way 

how the system should be produced. It incorporates the methodology with its underlying 

software life-cycle model and techniques, the tools to be used and most important of all 

the individuals building the system. In developing IBP, the system itself has to go 

through every level of the process. Process also has its own characteristics that are: 

1. Process prescribes all of the major process activities such as the stages of ystem 

development life cycle. 

2. The process use resources, techniques, tools and subject to a set of constraints 

such as schedule to produce a final report and comp! tcd y t m. 

3. Each of the process itself is composed of sub-proce ses that are linked in some 

way. Each process has its own hierarchy of proces e so that each sub-process 

has its own process model. 

4. Each process is organized m a sequence, so that each pr ce s is actually 

interrelating to each other. 

5. Every process also has its own entry and exit that will tell devel p r when the 

process starts and ends. 

6. Goals and objectives are set purposely for each proce that i why each 

process is needed to be performed. 
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7. By following process, developer will be guided all the way in developing the 

system since each process has its own principles and activities 

When the process involves the building of a system, it is referred as system life cycle. 

Every life cycle involves following activities that are: 

1. Preliminary investigation or requirement investigation. 

2. System analysis. 

3. System design. 

4. Program design. 

5. System implementation. 

6. Unit testing. 

7. System delivery 

8. Maintenance. 

3.4 System Development Method 

In developing Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP), the waterfall model with prototyping 

model has been chosen as a set of methodology to be followed. hi i because, the 

combination of both models might guaranty that I P will be produced uccessfully. ln 

waterfall model, each development phase has to go through erie f proce that are 

requirements are elicited, analyzed and documented before de igning the s stem. Thi· 
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means that each phase has to be completed by going through the series of process before 

proceeding to the next stage. 

While in prototyping model, it acts as a sub-process where certain aspects of the system 

can be reviewed and tested to check its functionality and whether it meets the 

requirements .. During the development process, changes towards requirements 

specifications might happen and thus consequently will affect system design. Thus, 

prototyping process will ensure that changes towards design can be altered until the 

users satisfy with the whole system specifications. This means that the prototyping 

model is aimed to ensure that the system will meet the requirements and any problems 

can be detected in the early stage. 
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Figure 3.1: Waterfall Model with Prototy ing 
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3.4.1 Pros and Cons of Waterfall Model 

The most used model in any system development is usually the waterfall model. This is 

because the model itself has its own specialty and advantages in using it that are: 

1. Document-driven. 

It is a step by step model which forces the developers to produce the necessary 

documentation, have it approved before proceeding to next stage of 

development. 

2. Easy to explain. 

This model also easy to be explained since it is already organized in an order by 

which each stage is the beginner of the next step of development. 

3. Can measure the performance of every stage. 

By arranging the stage like a waterfall model, the performance of each stage f 

development can be measured and necessary steps can be taken to ensure the 

development process have no problem. 

However, there are also a few cons of waterfall model that have t be evaluated 

before choosing the model to be used in y tern developm nt. The ritici rn · of thi 

model are: 

I. Problems are not discovered until sy st irn te ting. 
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2. Requirements must be fixed before the system is designed. 

3. Requirements evaluation makes the development method unstable. 

4. Design and code work often tum up requirements inconsistencies, missing of 

system components and unexpected development needs. 

5. System performance can not be tested until the system is almost coded. 

6. Hard for the client to visualize the final product from the written specification 

document. 

This waterfall model is associated with the failure or cancellation of a number of 

large systems. It also can be very expensive since the need of changes always known 

only after testing stage has been carried out. As a result, the prototyping model is known 

as a best method to be combined with the waterfall model to help avoid all those cons 

that have been stated. 

3.4.2 Pros and Cons of Prototyping Model 

Prototyping model is a model that allows all part of the system to be constructed quickly 

and to solve problem instantly. The objective of this model is to do repeated 

investigation towards requirements and design stages to ensure that the developer, user 

and customer have a common understanding both of what i needed and what i 

proposed. By developing the system rapidly, the input and utputs can be hown to 

client in order to ensure that the client understand and either accept or reject the sy tern. 

There are also a few pros in using prototyping model that are: 
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I. Understanding the requirements for the user interface. 

2. Examining feasibility of a proposed design approached. 

3. This model allows the exploring of system performance issues along the way. 

4. Prototyping model enable to detect faults and weaknesses before designing and 

programming phase, which is quite expensive. 

However, there are also a few weaknesses of this model. These also have to be 

considered by the developer to know whether this model is suitable for the system that is 

going to be implemented or not. The cons of this model are: 

1. Developer tends to develop system as fast as possible but they did not consider 

the quality of the system and long term maintenance. 

2. Prototyping model encourage the requirements activities to reconsider and 

change the requirements speci ft cation, this may happen with unlimited itcrati n. 

3. In this model, the operating system and programming madly be used for the 

rapid development output. 

3.4.3 Justifications of Phases in Waterfall Model with Prototyping 

Each phase in this combined waterfall model with prototyping m del that being u ed for 

the development ofinteractive Bowling Portal IBP (I P). has it wn purp e during the 

development process. Each phase is playing important roles that are significantly 

different but interrelating to each other. Following are the explanation f each tern 

phase: 
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• Phase 1: System Planning 

System planning is the early stage of system development process. During this 

phase, there are a few important activities been done such as to plan the activities 

and steps needed to ensure that the system development process is planned, well 

organized, scheduled and will meet the needs of the clients requirements. 

• Phase 2: Requirement Analysis 

By recognizing the requirements of the system, the system development mission 

will easily to be achieved. This is because, preliminary investigations towards 

system requirements and analysis towards general problems occurred can be 

carried out during this phase. Among of the problems that can be eliminated are 

from the aspects of information, system performance, system control, economy 

and time. Besides by doing the analysis, common system weaknesses can be 

detected and thus new elements can be created to be put into the sy tern. The c 

are a few examples of system weaknesses: 

l. Stand-alone system and not as a web-bas d or online sy tern. 

2. Manual system and not computerized. 

3. Not interesting interface. 

So by doing requirement analysis, common system problems can be detected and 

steps to overcome the problem can be taken. More advantage al can be 

created for the system from the studies on the weakne e . 
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• Phase 3: System Design and Program Design 

System design and program design is done depends on the scopes that has been 

lined during the system planning and requirements phases. The system will be 

designed to suit the needs of the clients and in the mean time abJe to perform the 

main purposes of the developed system. 

• Phase 4: Coding 

Coding process is done depends on the set of programming that can ensure the 

system can function as how it is wanted. During this phase, all coding are 

inserted into the software fields that being used so that the functions can perform 

correctly. 

• Phase 5: Unit & Integration Design and iystem Testin 

After the system has gone through the system de ign and coding pha c , the 

testing towards unit and integration and testing towards the whole ystem will be 

carried out. Testing towards the system is done to detect any problem that can 

cause to system failure or can make the system not functioning as how it is used 

to be. Through the series of testing, decision can be made whether the system can 

proceed to the next step or changes have to be made toward the y tern. 

Evaluation on the system requirements will be revi ed continuou ly until the 

system can cater the need of the client. 
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• Phase 6: Operations and Maintenance 

This phase is the last stage of the system development process. During this 

phase, the system will be uploaded to the web server to enable user to browse the 

system. Usually, the maintenance will be done when the system needs to be 

updated or there is any problem occurred towards the system. 

3.5 Summary of Chapter 3 

In chapter 3, the decision of which methodology to be used in developing Interactive 

Bowling Portal (IBP) has been made. Through analysis that has been done, the waterfall 

model with prototyping is the most suitable model to be used for the system. This is 

because the IBP is developed step by step according to the development phases as in 

waterfall model. In the mean time, maintenance will be carried out continuously until the 

outcome of each phase is satisfied. 

In the next chapter, system analysis will be carried out to list down all the requirements 

needed for the system. The functional and non-functional requirements needed to build 

IBP will be identified. This chapter will give a rough sketch on the functionality of the 

system. 
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CHAPTER 4: 

SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
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4.0 System Analysis 

System analysis is a systematic investigation of a real or planned system to determine 

the function of the system and how they relate to each other and to any other system. 

This process is aimed to analyze and refine the requirements. During the requirements 

workflow, all of the artifacts must therefore be expressed in a natural language that is 

human language. All natural languages are imprecise. While the analysis artifacts must 

be precise, and complete enough for the designers. 

After literature review process has been carried out, many elements have been 

recognized and will be included into the system. The existing interactive multimedia 

applications, slightly similar existing software also hardware and computer applications 

tools being used were evaluated in order to choose the best software and hardware t be 

used in the IBP implementation. All of these software and hardware will e tudicd and 

analyzed since later it will give a precise pictures on how the developer h uld 

implement the system. 

The development process of IBP will require many software and hardware to be used. 

All software has its own importance and functionalities that play imp rtant r le in rder 

to complete each pieces of the system. Due to th constraints f I P, developer should 

be able to identify all the functionalities and copes of interactive multimedia oflwarc 

that being used in the system by creating a preliminary analysis. yd ing thi , meth ds 

can be arranged in order to develop IBP correctly and in the arnc time there will not b 
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many problems occurred. There are a few constraints in the applications of interactive 

multimedia towards lBP that are: 

1. Multimedia software is hard to be applied by the developer without basic 

knowledge and skill of the software. 

2. Certain. media configurations and platforms also needed in order to make the 

software that being used functioning very well. 

3. There are not many expertise and professional available and not all of them 

mastered in all software applications. 

4.1 Information Gathering Techniques 

In order to make analysis towards the implementation of Interactive wling Portal 

(IBP), the gathering of information is very important. This is because; the information 

gained will give a rough picture on how the system h uld be built. Moreover, 

advantages and disadvantages of any software and hardware can be gained thus the best 

decision can be made during the process of developing the I P. here are a few 

information gathering techniques that have been used that are: 

1. Discussion with thesis advisor. 

Continuous discussion has been done from time to time in rder to give rep rt on 

the progress of JBP development proce . M re ver, advi r will give advice ·, 

comments, and suggestions and thus uide the pr gres r I P dcvol pment. 
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Decision only will be done only after discussion has been done with the advisor. 

Advisor is the one who gives the scopes or required how the system should to be. 

2. Reference resources. 

Reference resources also have given a really big help towards the development 

process. of IBP. Some reference resources that have been used are like books, 

magazines, review towards existing system and many more. 

3. Documents room. 

Regular visits to document room also have helped to give huge information on 

how the IBP should be built. From the documents that have been reviewed 

weaknesses and advantages of software, hardware and even the existing system 

have been gathered. The information then has been evaluated before the right 

decision is made towards which is the right choice to be used for L P. 

4. Internet. 

Internet is also a way that where unlimited information can be retrieved from. 

Through internet, existing systems have been reviewed and useful features also 

have been listed down to be evaluated later whether it can be used in lBP or not. 

Since IBP is going to be developed as a web-based system so, informati n 

gathering through internet is one of the most effective techniques ha been u ed. 
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5. Discussion with friends. 

Discussion with friends also has been done so that idea and comments can be 

changed among each other. Besides, slightly similar information also can be 

shared to be used along the way. Not only that, discussion with senior students 

that have taken this course also has helped a lot especially during decision 

making. process. Their experiences have been used as a guide and hopefully a 

few problems can be avoided by listening to their advices. 

4.2 Functional Requirements 

Functional requirements specify an action that the target product must be able to 

perform. Functional requirements are often expressed in terms of inputs and outputs. 

Given a specific input, the functional requirement stipulates what the output mu t b . 

The functional requirements handled while the requirements and analysis workflow are 

being performed. Besides, functional requirements also describe the interaction between 

the system and the environment. Without functional requirements, the whole system will 

not function effectively as how it should be. Moreover, functional requirement also will 

guide the system about what action should be taken when the system is given an order. 
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4.2.1 Modules of IBP 

The functional requirements consist of modules that will be included into JBP in order to 

achieve IBP system development objectives. The modules are actually will be the 

elements that create the functionality of the system later. List of functional requirements 

oflBP are: 

• Home. 

In this section, the summary about each section of IBP will be displayed. It will 

give brief explanation to user the function of each section provided and thus user 

will be more understood on how to search for the information that they want. 

• Introduction to Bowling. 

This section will give an overview to user about what bowling is all ab ut. There 

are three links provided in this section that are Bowling imension and 

Equipments, How to Score and Fitness for Bowling. 

• Let's Go bowling 

Jn this section, the real part of teaching user how to play bowling is provided. 

There is information provided step-by-step to be foll wed up by user. In this 

section, many pictures will be inserted in rder to give real view t u er of h w 

the actions should be done. 
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• Bowling History 

In this section, the story about how bowling can exist into our world today is 

explained. User can see how the simple game like bowling can be a very famous 

game being played in international game competition. 

• Forum. 

Forum section is also provided in IBP. Th.rough forum, users can upload their 

comments, ideas, suggestion and have discussion among each other about 

anything related to bowling. User also can have a look at the archive of previous 

forum posted by users. However, only registered user and administrator can send 

and upload messages in the forum. Unregistered user only allowed to review the 

forums displayed. 

• User Name Search Engine. 

This module is provided to be used by all members of lBP to search for the name 

of user who has sent feedback to IBP. By using this module, the comment sent 

by particular user can be obtained. The comment given also can be taken into 

consideration. 

• Feedback. 

Feedback module is also provided to be used by all user . Any u er whether 

registered or unregistered can give comments, apprai al· uggestion and idea 
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towards IBP. The administrators will read all the messages sent and take proper 

actions towards IBP improvements. 

• Registration and login. 

Each user who wants to get into IBP will have to log in by type in their username 

and password before they can proceed to browse all sections of IBP. However 

for unregistered user, they do not have to log in and they can browse all sections 

if IBP but can not use certain modules provided. For unregistered user, they can 

use registration module to sign up to be a member of IBP. They are not allowed 

to join forum, play online bowling games or send forum. 

• Delete, Modify and Display. 

These modules are provided in administrator domain and they are allowed to 

make any changes towards 1BP user information. y u ing the e rn dule, 

administrator can delete, modify and display user information in IBP. 

• Bowling game. 

Not only that, IBP also provides bowling game to be enjoyed by users. However, 

only registered users are allowed to play the games. Users will not feel boring 

when they browse the system and they can apply whatever they have learn by 

playing the games. 
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• Bulletin Board. 

In this section, all additional information regarding bowling will be provided 

such as available bowling centers and bowling shops in town. Users also can 

retrieve archived topics from this section. 

• User's Vote. 

Other than feedback, there is also vote module will be provided in LBP. By 

having this module, simple and fast conclusion of user's thought towards IBP 

can be obtained. 

4.2.2 Administrator Module 

The administrator module is created only for administrator, and users are not allowed to 

enter the administrator domain. The modules for administrator ar : 

• Introduction to bowling 

• Bowling history 

• Home 

• Sign-in and sign-up function 

• Feedback 

• User search name 

• Forum 

• Bowling game 
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• Let's go bowling 

• Delete, modify and change user information 

• User vote 

• Bulletin board 

4.2.3 Registered User Module 

Registered user module is only for users who have signed up as a member of IBP. There 

are a few functions and sites that only allow authorized users to use them. The modules 

for members are: 

• Home 

• Introduction to bowling 

• User name search engine 

• Feedback 

• Sign-up and sign-in function . 

• Forum 

• Bowling game 

• User vote 

• Let's Go bowling 

• Bulletin board 
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4.2.4 Unregistered User Modules 

Unregistered users are persons who are not register yet to be a member of IBP. They can 

be a new visitor of the website or just a common internet surfer. The modules provided 

for them are: 

• Registration and login 

4.3 Non-Functional Requirements 

Non-functional requirements specify properties of the target product itself, such as 

platform constraints, respond times, reliability and so on. ome non-functional 

requirements may have to wait until the requirements, analysi and design workf w 

being performed before it can be handled. The reason is that, to be able to handle certain 

non-functional requirements, detailed knowledge about the target oft.ware product may 

be needed, and this knowledge is usually not available until the requirements and 

analysis workflows have been completed. However, wherever possible, non-functional 

requirements should also be handled during the requirements and analysis workflow . 

The non-functional requirements that can be found in the IBP are: 

• User-friendly. 

IBP is developed to be as a user-friendly system. This i · becau e thi clement can 

enhance the under randing of u er when they br w c the 
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browse the system that is user-friendly since the elements on the interface are 

arranged in a structured order. Each functions provided also can guide users to 

go through each sections of IBP without having any difficulties in learning how 

to play bowling. 

• Attractive Interface. 

The interface of IBP is created to be as attractive as possible. The arrangement of 

information, suitable colors and font used, insertion of image and so on will 

make the IBP very attractive. Users will also find that it is not boring to browse 

the IBP. 

• Easy to navigate. 

Besides, some features in IBP will make user easy to navigate the system. User 

search engine in the system will make user easy to find inf rmati n a out 

bowling that they want to know and thus help them enhance their understanding. 

• Interactive. 

IBP is an interactive system that teaches users how to play bowling. The 

interactivity is the element that differ IBP from any ther system. Multimedia 

elements such as image, graphics, sounds and text are inserted into the system to 

make the learning process become easier and intere ting. 
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• User satisfactions. 

The system is also very enjoyable to be used and pleasing to users. lBP is 

implemented to cater the needs of bowling fans in learning bowling. Besides the 

elements inserted into the system, the huge range of information will also satisfy 

the users since that can find anything that they want to know from the system. 

This complete system can ensure user satisfactions. 

• Accuracy and reliability. 

The interface design must have high reliability element. This element can give 

confidence to user that the system will function correctly and effectively. The 

accuracy of information also is a very important factor in order to ensure user 

satisfaction. The system should be revised continuously to detect any error in 

information linking or system break down. This is because user would like to 

obtain correct knowledge since they are in the process of learning the right way 

on how to play bowling. 

• Maintenance. 

Though if IBP is already uploaded into the web server, but a a good system it 

can be modified and maintenance can be done to it from time to time. This is 

very important so that the system can be updated and suits the information that 

needed by the user. Any problems al o can be handled during maintenance 

process towards the IBP. 
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• Safety. 

In order to ensure that IBP can function in a long period of time, the safety of 

this system should be considered. Password is set on the system so that 

authorized users such as administrator and members have to log in the password 

every time they want to browse the system. They also have to log out after they 

have finishes up browsing the system. Administrator is the only person who can 

make changes towards the system. Non-members or guests are only allowed to 

browse a few sites of the system. 

4.4 Software and Hardware Requirements 

In developing Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP), a few software and technologies 

requirements are needed in order to build the system. The ch sen uitable ftwarc and 

hardware can make the IBP to function successfully and smoothly. The software and 

hardware chosen must be compatible to each other and uitable towards the purpose of 

developing the IBP. By using the right software and hardware too, system maintenance 

can be done easily and many problems can be avoided. The most important thing after 

all is, IBP can be delivered and can teach bowling fans widely on the internet on how to 

play bowling. 
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4.4.l Software Requirements 

Software requirements are chosen after the literature review process that has been 

carried out previously. Through the studied on the available software, these software are 

recognized as the most suitable software to be used in developing IBP. 

Table 4 .1: Software Requirements 

No. Software Description 

1. Windows XP Professional Edition Operating system used as the system 

platform. 

2. Internet Information Services Web server used to upload the system into 

the internet. 

3. Microsoft Internet xplorer Web browser used to browse the web ire. 

4. Microsoft Access Database used to store data. 

5. Active Server Pages Programming language used for the 

system. 

6. Macromedia Dreamweaver MX Web authoring tool used to develop the 

I Pa a web- a ed y tem. 

7. Sparkle Flash Keeper A oftware used to convert .exe fla h 

player tile to a Ila h rn vie file. 
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4.5 Summary of Chapter 4 

In this chapter, system analysis has been carried out to examine all the components 

related to IBP development. System analysis is important since the right software and 

hardware can be chosen and thus make the system to function as how it is supposed to. 

Functional and. non-functional requirements underlined for the system have given a 

sketch on how the system should look like. 

In the next chapter, system design will be carried out in order to get a rough view 

towards the system interfaces and its relationship between each section. This chapter is 

very important because by preparing the prototype design, any problems and system 

failure can be avoided earlier. 
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CHAPTERS: 

SYSTEM DESIGN 
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5.0 System Design 

System design is a phase where developer has to change information and data gained 

from previous chapter, system analysis to information that can be understood by the 

user. Screen design that has been sketched will help and give guide line to developer in 

developing real screen later. Developer will not out of source and the design also will 

avoid developer from missing any features during the development of the system 

interfaces. 

However, the system design may change from time to time during the development 

process. Basically, the system design is depends on the developer creativity and 

imagination to ensure that the interfaces can fulfill the user needs. Jn designing the 

interfaces, suitable text, background and graphic have to be chosen in order to produce 

and interesting system interfaces. 

5.1 Program Structure Design 

Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP) is developed by u ing 'up-down' approach and this 

approach is chosen because it can divide the system int matter component or 

modules. By dividing the system in this way, the modules will be easily to be arranged, 

controlled and managed. After each module has been assigned t its level, the design 

process will start with introduction m dule f II wed by ther modules. M dule · are 

designed in that way because it can give minimum effc t toward' the s stem and 

I I 
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relationship between each module also will be limited thus making the system easily to 

be modified and high in quality. 

Besides, these modules are run alone between each other after they have been 

implemented. By doing it this way any problem, failure and features missing on each 

module can be detected and corrected right after that. Earlier problem detection can 

avoid more complicated system problems from occur later. Besides, system 

development will be much easier, cost can be saved, system can run successfully and be 

delivered on time. Lastly, these modules that designed differently from each other is to 

give user opportunity to retrieve only the information that they want. 

5.2 Screen Design 

Screen design of IBP is one of the most important elements that have to be worked out 

seriously. This is because, the screen can give first impr s ion towards users and they 

will decide whether to move on browsing the website or not. ince the screen can affect 

users interest, interesting and exciting screen can guaranty that users will continuously to 

browse the IBP in the future. IBP itself is aimed to teach bowling fans about how to play 

bowling through its interactive website. For a system that used multimedia element like 

IBP, it must have interactive screen according to the time that g e y. 

Nice looking screen can help users t enhance their under randing toward· what the 

have read and learned ab ut bowling. Inf rrnati n al· an be delivered dire ·ti ind 
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users also tend to remember whatever information they have got easily. Besides, the 

system contents that arranged in a structured manner and added with helpful features 

like search engine will make bowling fans to feel that lBP is a very user-friendly system. 

IBP guides it users along the way while they browse the system. Basically, IBP has a 

simple, packed with contents and the interactive interface also makes the system 

becomes more. interesting. 

IBP screen has the function that allows users to choose the menu that they would like to 

navigate. Button is used widely as a way for users to point and navigate or get out from 

the page that being browsed. The button also will consistently show its link whenever 

the pointer is pointed to the button. Generally, user has to use mouse in rder to interact 

with IBP. 

5.3 System Design 

This system design is developed to deliver information and attract interested target u er 

to use IBP continuously. The design of IBP interface is divided into to categorie that 

are: 

1. System structure 

2. System interface design 
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5.3.1 System Structure 

System structure is one of a tool that can be used to design the system. lt pictures the 

interaction and relationship that exists between the modules that related to each other. 

Following is the system structure chart and the explanation for each module in this JBP. 

Interactive Bowling Portal 
(IBP) 

Unregistered User I Registered User Administrator 

Figure 5. 1: System Structure Chart 

Basically, IBP system interface design is divided to three main d main that arc f r 

unregistered user, registered user and administrator. These different user n ed different 

view and domain that can be accessed. There are module in this system and each 

module has its own functionality. However, not all functions can be used by all user . 

The modules provided in IBP as have been described in previ us chapter are: 

• Home. 

• Introduction to bowling. 

• Let's go bowling. 

• Forum. 
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• Bulletin board. 

• User name search engine. 

• Feedback. 

• Sign-in and sign-up function. 

• Delete, modify and change user information. 

• Bowling game. 

• User vote. 

5.3.1.1 Modules for Unregistered Users 

Figure 5.2 below shows all the modules that provided for unregistered users. 

Unregistered users only can browse all sections of the IBP however they can not join the 

forum and play the online bowling games. 
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Interactive Bowling Portal 
(IBP) 

.. .. 
•Ir 

l Unregistered User Registered User I Administrator 

I 
• Sign-up and sign-in 

function. 

Figure 5.2: Unregistered User Modules Structure Chart 

5.3.1.2 Modules for Registered Users 

Figure 5.3 below shows all the modules that provided to registered user of IBP. The 

main differences between both users are the registered user is allowed to join the forum 

and play online bowling games. They can send forum and have discussion among 

themselves through the forum module. Online bowling games are als provided for them 

to enjoy the learning process in IBP. The highest marks will be t r d in the databa e 

and displayed to everyone. 
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Interactive Bowling Portal 
(IBP) 

,, , . . 
Unregistered User I i Registered User l Administrator 

• Home 

• Introduction to bowling 

• User name search 

• Feedback 

• Sign-up and sign in function 

• Forum 

• Bowling game 

• User vote 

• Let's go bowling 

Figure 5.3: Registered User Modules Structure Chart 

5.3.1.3 Modules for Administrator 

The administrator is the person who controls and have full authorized toward IBP. 

Administrator have their own log in identification details (I ) and pa word to all w 

them to get into the IBP and do maintenance towards the ystem, Administrator can 

View the system as common user or view the ystem from the editing view. 111 
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administrator is allowed to make updates and make changes towards the system. The 

effectiveness ofIBP is depends on the administrator ability in maintaining the system. 

Interactive Bowling Portal 
(IBP) 

. ., 
Unregistered User Administrator Registered User 

I 
• Home 

• Introduction to bowling 

• User name search 

• Feedback 

• Sign-up and sign in function 

• Forum 

• Bowling game 

• User vote 

• Let's go bowling ~ 

• Display, modify and delete u er 

information 

Figure 5.4: Administrator User Modules tructure hart 
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5.3.2 System Interface Design 

System interface design is an important element and it plays a really big role towards the 

system performance. The user keenness in browsing the system is firstly based on the 

system interface. So in order to develop an interesting interactive interface for IBP, the 

planned design has to be produced. This is to ensure that the interface produced can 

satisfy the bowling fans and attract more people in learning how to play bowling. 

5.3.2.1 Main Menu Interface 

The main menu interface of IBP is designed to include all the necessary modules of IBP 

such as sign-in, sign-up and administrator sign-in modules. Below is the main menu 

interface of IBP: 
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.... 
Figure 5.5: Main Menu Interface 
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5.3.2.2 Login Interface 

Every user who wants to browse the system, they are required to log in their ID and 

password or else they will not be allowed to browse the whole sections of the system. 

Prototype log in interface of IBP is as below: 

Jr ,., . . / 

YliltR 
-"---- - I --. . I 

II )'Oii Are a u•w 1rs•r. cllclo: llnll b•I- 10 •l9u "' h• • '"'efltlt•r of a(SP, 

Figure 5.6: Login Interface 
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5.4 Summary of Chapter 5 

During the process of system design, the prototype design of system interface has been 

made. Besides, the flow of information and relationships between each module in the 

system has been designed. System design is very important since the system that is 

going to be implemented will has to depend on the system design that has been prepared 

earlier. By having system design as a guide line, the IBP can be developed in more 

secured manner. The necessary elements also can be arranged first and this can help to 

ensure that there will be no features missing after the system have been implemented 

later. 
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CHAPTER 6: 

SYSTEM 

IMPLEMENTATION 
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6.0 System Implementation 

Implementation is the process of translating the detailed design into code. From the 

Collins English Dictionary page 736, implementation comes from the word implement 

that brings the meaning of I) a piece of equipment; tool or utensil, 2) something used to 

achieve 3 purpose, 3) to carry out, pu; into action, perform 4) to supply with tools and ") 

to complete, satisfy or fulfill. The implementation of Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP) 

system has been carried out during December or LUU4 until March 2UlJ5. The 

implementation of IBP is done by firstly referring th . proposal report of li:H' system. 

The implementation of lBP consists of a few important ta .ks. Firstly, the suitabl 

programming language, the database and web server that are going to he used have to be 

identified. Then, the configuration setting on the computer has to be changed in order to 

provide a suitable environment for the implementation of 1.1:<. . ihis i · important t 

ensure that the soitware being used and the machine or the computer ystern its If i 

compatible to each other and thus, there wi 11 be no problem lu run the I b P ·y ·te1 in th\! 

ruture. 

6.I Enhancement and Changes io the :;j':sh::m 

111 the proposal of iBP, it has be n planned and slated ab ut h w the I p i going tu )1.: 

implemented such as in the matter of hardwar , twar , the prograrnrmng language 

that are going to be used and so on. However, there were ome han 1 • have been don 
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along the way during the implementation of IBP. There were also a few changes and 

enhnnccment has been done towards the modules that going to be implemented in the 

IBP. 

6.1.1 Changes on the Database 

At first, it has been planned that the IBP system is going to be implemented by using My 

Structured Query Language (MySQL) database. MySQL is a famous open source 

database software that already widely being used in many organizations today. '1 'his is 

because of its stable functionality, big data storage ability and easier to be used if to be 

compared with any other common database software. However, MySQL is actually 

more suitable to be used with Personal Home Pages (PHP) programming language and 

Apache web server. This package of software is more suitable to be run in Windows NT 

operating system environment. 

However, the computer that was going to be used to implement IBf' is usmg Window: 

.t"(P Professional operating system. The configuration setting of the operating system has 

to be changed first in order to allow MySOL to function well in the Windows XP 

Professional environment. Unfortunately, there was a problem to change the 

configuration setting of the computer; the MySQL software downloaded from internet 

also seems hard to be used. This is because it requires user to use command to create the 

database and this is of course hard to be done for new developer who never has 

experience in using this software. 
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So, Microsoft Access database software has been chosen to store all information entered 

by users and administrators. Microsoft Access is simple database software and it is 

already provided in every computer that is using Windows operating system. Moreover, 

the data of I8P that needs to be stored in the database is very small and the using of 

Microsoft Access database is already enough. 

6.1.2 Changes on the Web Server 

In the beginning, it has been decided that Personal Web Server (Pw J will be used 10 

make the connection between the database and the interface. 'I his is because the 

development of the system will be done on another computer that has been installed with 

Windows XP Home Edition operating system. However, the operaung system then has 

been changed to Windows XP Proressronat .drnon because thi oµerating systen: 

provides more features and the JBP sy tern itself can be transferred into any other 

computer in the faculty since almost all computer ar u mg Wrnd w XP Pr fo i nal 

edition operating system. So, Internet Jn formation ervice · ll f ) i the mo r uitable 

web server to be used to run the IBP system. 1'h1 · web .erver rs ne r the fi .aturc 
provided in every Windows XP Profes ·ional ~diti n operating y tern. 
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6.1.3 Changes on the Modules in IBP 

In the proposal report of IBP, it has been planned that IBP will be implemented together 

with several functions to enhance the usefulness of IBP itself. The functions were 

Intro<luction of Bowling, Bowling History, Let's Go Bowling, Bowling arne, scr 

Feedback, Bulletin Board and Forum. However, the Forum module and Bulletin oard 

module have not been provided in the IBP system. This is due to lack of time to 

implement those two modules. Although the functional requirements of fBP are not fully 

fulfilled but there are another two new modules included into IBP that arc end Your 

Vote module and User Search Name module. 

Send Your Vote module gives the chance to users to send their vote towards r P ystem. 

By having this function, user's thought and satisfaction tow rds IBP can be erved 

and necessary actions can be taken in order to improvi e fBP. Wherea User earch 

Name module allow user t search the name of u er who ha .cnt fc dback Then the 

feedback sent by searched user can be obtained and take into c n idcratron. 
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6.2 Development Environment 

The development for the IBP consists of both hardware and software configuration. 

Using the appropriate hardware and software is an important factor in determining rhc 

successfulness of the system 

6.2.1 Hardware Configuration 

Hardware is very important things needed in order to make the system function . 

Hardware acts as a platform from where the system can be launched and operated. The 

minimum hardware specifications needed for IBP are: 

• Minimum 486 Mllz CPU. 

• Processor Intel(R) Pentium(R) 3 or later. 

• 192MB of RAM. 

• 1.5 GB of available hard di k or more. 

• Monitor capable of super VGA 800x600 pixel re olution (million 

I 024x768 pixel resolution recommended) or higher resoluti n. 

• Keyboard. 

• Mouse. 

• Modem with mimmum 3.6Kbps or higher speed modem, r a netw rk 

connection. 

• CD-ROM Drive. 

• 3 Yz Floppy Drive. 
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6.2.2 Software Configuration 

The software tools used for the system development are vital to the successful 

implementation of the IBP. Through the studied on the available software, this oft ware 

is recognized as the most suitable software to be used in developing I P. The s fiware 

specifications used in the development of the system are listed below: 

Table 6. I: Software used to develop IBP 

No. Description 

1. 

Software 

Windows XP Professional Edition 

2. Internet Information Services 

1 

Operating system used a 

platform. 

the system 

Web server u ed to upload the 

the internet. 
r---1---· .. -- -- - -----j 
3. Microsoft Internet Explorer Web browser u ed t br w e thew b itc. 

4. Microsoft Access 

5. Programming language used for the 

6. 

Active Server Pages VB Script 

- - - Macromedia Oreamweaver MX 

system. 

-- -- Web authoring tool u ed 

I I BP a a w b-ba cd 

develop the 

tern. 

7. Sparkle Flash Keeper 

5.0 file t la h M fil . 
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8. Adobe Photoshop 7.0 Graphic software used to manipulate 

pictures and image to be better. 
I 

6.3 Descriptions and Coding of Each Module in IBP System 

Even though in the previous chapter it has been explained about each module and 

functions that are planned going to be put into IBP, but here are the detail explanation 

about each module exactly developed in IBP and how the IBP ystem itself is 

functioning: 

6.3.I User Sign-In Function 

IBP functions as a system that requires user to become a member first before they can 

browse all sections of the system. They have to nter the corr ct u crnarne and pas w rd 

every time they want to get into the IBP website. This web ite i nly all wed t 

registered user to browse because only by that way the real number of u ers who 

seriously want to learn how to play bowling can be estimated. If the user did note enter 

the correct username and password, they will be asked to sign up to be a member first or 

sign in again by using correct username and password. 
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6.3.1.1 Coding of User Sign In Function 

<form ACT J 0 N="<o/o=MM _ LoginActiono/o>" method="POST" 

id="login"> 

<table width="75%" border="l" align=" center" bordercolo -"#FFFFOO" 

bgcolor="#00~9FF"> 

<tr> 

<td>Username</td> 

name="login" 

<td><input name="username" type="text" id="username" maxlength="8''></td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td> Password</trl> 

<td><input name="password" 

maxlength=" 8 "><ltd> 

type="password" 

</tr> 

</table> 

<p>&nbsp;</p> 

<table width="75%" borde -"1" a lign=" center" bordercolo -"#FF FOO" 

bgcolor="#0099FF"> 

<tr> 

<td><div align="center"> 

<input name="Login" type="submit" id="L gin" valuc=" gin"> 

</div></td> 

</tr> 

id="pa word" 
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</table> 

<p>&nbsp;</p> 

</form> 

6.3.2 User Sign-Up Function 

There is also a sign-up function provided for user who would like to be a member of fBP. 

When the user tries to sign up as a new user, they have to enter their own username. If 

the username is actually has been used by another user, another sign up page will be 

displayed and user also will be told to choose another username. This is because only 

one user can use one specific username at in IBP system. 

6.3.2.1 Coding of User sign Up Function 

<form ACTION="<%=MM_editAction%>" M THOD="P ST" narnc=" ign up" 

id="sign up"> 

<table width="75%" borde ="!" align="center" b rderc lo-"#FF 00" 

bgcolor="#0099FF"> 

<tr> 

<td>Full Name</td> 

<td> <input name="full name" type="text" id="full name" ize="40"></td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td>Username</td> 

1- ... 
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<td> <input name="usemame" type="text" id="usemame" size="40" 

maxlength=" 8 "></td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td>Password</td> 

<td> <input name="password" type="password" id="password" size "40" 

maxlength=" 8 "><ltd> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td>Email</td> 

<td> <input name="email" type="text" id="email" size="40"></td> 

</tr> 

<table> 

<p>&nbsp; </p> 

<table width="75%" border=" I" align="cent r" 

bgcolo -"#0099FF"> 

<tr> 

<td> <div aJign="center"> 

<input type="submit" name="Submit" value=" ubmit"> 

</div></td> 

</tr> 

</table> 

<p>&nbsp;</p> 

I ... 
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<input type="hidden" name="MM_insert" value="sign up"> 

</form> 

6.3.3 Administrator Sign-In Function 

Not only that,. one of the most important parts here is the module for administrator to 

sign in before they can further to make any changes towards IBP. There arc two 

administrators that are admin 1 and admin2. Adm in 1 has fully authorization towards IBP 

system. The adminl is allowed to view display of user information, modify and delete 

user information whereas admin2 is only allowed to view display of user information 

only. 

6.3.3.1 Coding of Administrator Sign Jn Function 

<form action="<%=MM _ LoginAction%>" method="PO T" name="admin" 

id="admin"> 

<table width="50%" borde -"I" align="center" 

bgcolor="#0099FF"> 

<tr> 

<td width="32%">Administrator Username</td> 

<td width="68%"><input nam -"username" typ ="text" id="u ernamc" 

max length=" 8 "></td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 
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<td>Password</td> 

<td><input name="password" type="password" id="password" maxlength~"8"></td> 

</tr> 

</table> 

<p>&nbsp; <Ip> 

<table width=''.50%" border="!" align="center"> 

<tr> 

<td bordercolor="#FFFFOO" bgcolor="#0099FF"><div align="center"> 

<input name="SubmitAdmin" type="submit" id="SubmitAdmin" value="Log In"> 

</div></td> 

</tr> 

</table> 

<p>&nbsp; <Ip> 

</form> 

6.3.4 Bowling Game Module 

In the Bowling Game Module, there is a game download d fr m the internet named 

Flash Arcade Lanes. This game is actually in .exe Flash Player 5 format. In rder to 

insert the game into the system, this file has to be changed int a not .exe lash Player 

file format. So, after a few researches and testing, a kind f oftware can be u ed to 

convert the .exe flash player file into a common flash player fit format. The software i 

downloaded from the internet and it i called parkle Fla h Kee er. nly after the 
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conversion process, the game can be inserted into the system and when it is run; the 

game can be executed and be played by user. 

6.3.4.1 Coding of Bowling Game Module 

<object classid="clsid:D27CDB6E-AE6D-l 1 cf-9688-444553540000" 

codebase="http://download.macromedia.com/pub/shockwave/cabs/flash/swflash.cab/fvc 

rsion=6 0 29 O" width="492" height="450"> ' ' ' 

<param name="movie" value="game/bowling.swf'> 

<param name="quality" value="high"> 

<embed src=" game/bowling. swf' qualit -"high" 

pluginspage="http://www.macromedia.com/go/getflashplayer" type="appl ication/x- 

shockwave-flash'' width="492" hc::ight="450"></embed> 

</object> 

6.3.5 User Feedback Module 

This module is provided for user to send comment to r P admini trator regarding their 

experience after using IBP. They can send positive and negative comment that the 

features and characteristics of IBP can be improvised and enhanced in the future. N 

only that, user also can view back all the feedback that has been ent by ther u er . 
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6.3.5.1 Coding of User Feedback Module 

<form ACTION="<%=MM_editAction%>" METHOD="POST" name="furm1 ";._, 

<table width="80%" border="l" align="right" bordercolo -"#FFFFOO" 

bgcolor="#0099FF"> 

<tr> 

<td width="25%"><div align=''justify">Name </div></td> 

<td width="75%"> <input type="text" name="textfield"></td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td><div align="left">Email</div></td> 

<td> <input type="text" name="textfield2"></td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td><div align="Ieft">Comment</div></td> 

<td> <textarea name="coment" cols="80" id="comcnt"></tcxtarea></td> 

</tr> 

</table> 

<p>&nbsp; </p> 

<p>&nbsp; </p> 

<p>&nbsp;</p> 

<table width=" 13%" borde -"O" align="right" bgcolo -"#00 

<tr> 

<td> 
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<div align="center"> 

<input type="submit" name="Submit" value="Submit"> 

<input name="Reset" type="reset" id="Reset" value="Reset"> 

</div></td> 

</tr> 

</table> 

<input type="hidden" name="MM_insert" value="form l "> 

</form> 

6.3.6 User Name Search Module 

Any user who browses the Sent User Feedback page, that is the page of which all 

comments sent by other users will be displayed; they also can use the User Name earch 

Module linked from this page. This module is provided for user wh w uld like to 

search the name of any user who has sent feedback to IBP website. After the name ha 

been enter d, the comment sent by name searched user will be di played. Thi m dulc i 

important because if let say the comment sent is very imp rtant, the comment can b 

take into consideration and the user also can be contacted thr ugh hi mail. 

6.3.6.1 Coding of User Name Search Module 

<form name="form I" method="get" action=" isplayUserName.a p"> 

<table width="50%" borde -"I" align-"center" bordercol -"#FFFFOO" 

bgcolo -"#3399FF"> 
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<tr> 

<td>&nbsp;</td> 

<td><div align="center"></div></td> 

<td>&nbsp;</td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td>Type User's Name</td> 

<td><input name="search" type="text" id="search" size="35"></td> 

<td><input name="Search" type="submit" id="Search" value="Search"></td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td>&nbsp; <ltd> 

<td>&nbsp;</td> 

<td>&nbsp; <ltd> 

</tr> 

</table> 

<div align="center"> 

<p>&nbsp; <Ip> 

</div> 

</form> 
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6.3.7 Send Your Vote Module 

In this module, four categories of vote is provided and user can select one of it in order 

to categorized the IBP website based on their satisfaction after using IBP. The four 

selections of vote are "Has no idea at all", "Less information and quite boring.", 

"Contains many information but has to be improvised." and "Very interesting and 

resourceful.". User also can view the total of each vote sent by users from the U cr 's 

Vote link provided in this page. From the total of vote sent by users, necessary steps can 

be taken as a corresponding of what has been thought by the users ofIBP. 

6.3.7.1 Coding of Send Your Vote Module 

<form name="form 1" method="post" action=""> 

<table width="43%" border="l" align="center" bordercolo -"#FFFFO " 

bgcolor="#0099FF"> 

<tr> 

<td width="36%"><1abel>Has no idea at all.<llabel> 

<ltd> 

<td width="64%"><font color="#OOOOOO" size="2" face="Arial, Helvetica, san - 

serif'><strong><%=( undi _total )%><1strong><lfont><ltd> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td><label>Less information and quite boring.<llabcl> 

<ltd> 
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<td><font color="#OOOOOO" size="2" face="Arial, Helvetica, sans- 

serif'><strong><%=( undi2 _tota1)%></strong></font></td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td><label>Contains many information but has to be improvised.</label> 

<ltd> 

<td><font color="#OOOOOO" size="2" face="Arial 
' Helvetica, an - 

serif'><strong><%=( undi3 _total )o/o></strong></font></td> 

</tr> 

<tr> 

<td><label> Very interesting and resourceful. </label> 

<br></td> 

<td><font color="#OOOOOO" size="2" face="Arial, 

serif'><strong><%=( undi4 _total )%></strong></fon </td> 

</tr> 

</table> 

<p>&nbsp; </p> 

<p align="center"><font color="#OOOOFF" size="2" face="Arial Helvetica, sans- 

Helvetica, sans- 

serif'><strong>Number of users voted is</strong></fon <font colo -"#000000" 

size="2" face="Arial, Helvetica, an - 

serif'><strong><%=(A11Vote_total)%></strong></fon <Ip> 

<p>&nbsp; </p> 

<p>5</p> 

</form> 
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6.4 Summary of Chapter 6 

ln this chapter, a report about the IBP system implementation has been made. Even 

though in the previous chapters, the hardware and software that are going to be used 

during IBP development has been stated; however during the real implementation of the 

system there have been quite a lot of changes done. The changes are covcri ng from the 

tools required to implement the system to even the system design and functional 

requirements. So, in this chapter the real and confirmed tools that have been used and 

the characteristics of developed IBP system have been stated. The coding of 

programming language that makes the system run also has been included for future 

reference. 

In the next chapter, the report about system testing towards IBP system that has been 

carried out will be reported. The testing stage is one of the most important stages in any 

system development process. By doing testing, any error can be detected and thu can 

make the IBP system to function correctly as expected. 

l 2 
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CHAPTER 7: 

SYSTEM TESTING 
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7.0 Introduction to System Testing 

Testing is an integral component of the software process and an activity that must be 

carried out throughout the life cycle that is at every stage of system development process. 

Testing is actually comes from the word test which from Collins nglish Dictionary 

page I 052 that brings the meaning of 1) to ascertain (the worth, capability, or 

endurance) of (a person or thing) by subjection to certain examinations or 2) a method, 

practice, or examination designed to test a person or thing. The goals of software testing 

is mainly on error detection which involves identifying errors within the system, error 

removal that is eradicate the mistakes that previously existed in the system and error 

tracking that is finding and correcting the errors itself. 

7.1 Type of Testing 

Essentially there are two types of testing that arc ex cution-ba ed t ting and non 

execution-based testing. xecution based testing is done by reviewing n the ocument 

that have been written. Before any document is produced, a few tudie and re earches 

have been carried out so that more information can be gained and le s error or faults will 

be done. Thus, the number of problems arise also can be reduced. Wherea in executi n 

based testing, the modules codes in the system can be run. rror can be detected when 

the result obtained does not appear to be as how it sh uld be or ex ected earlier. 

Sometimes, if there is no reaction or no utput retrieved, it al o mean that there must be 

something wrong with the code being u ed. if the e ituati n happ n ornerhing ha 
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to be done to track where the error in the code document is. In developing IBP, both 

types of testing methods have been carried out along the way of implementation process. 

7.2 Unit Testing 

Unit testing means to test a single group of code that runs only one function. As for 

example, in IBP system it contains several functions such as feedback function, vote 

function, sign-in, sign-out, sign-up, and administrator's functions. The tests carried out 

by executing each module coding statements first and then the output retrieved is 

analyzed whether it matched expected output or not. Below is one of the units testing 

that has been conducted towards user sign-in module: 

This is the module of user sign-in. Every registered user has to enter correct usemame 

and password. A user has already been a member of JBP and she is u ing username 

"rina" and the password is "230183". While in second situation, a u er that i not a 

member of JBP tried to sign-in by using username "siti" and password "aishah '. 
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Table 7. I: Unit Testing on User Sign-In Module A 

No. Input Output Retrieved Expected Output 

l. Usemame: rina Page Welcome to IBP will Page Welcome to lBP will 

Password: 230183 be displayed and user 1S be displayed and user is 

allowed to browse IBP. allowed to browse IBP. 

Description: The output retrieved is same as the expected output. This means the coding 

statement for this function is correct. 

Table 7.2: Unit Testing on User Sign-In Module 8 

No. Input Expected utput 

Username: siti 

Password: aishah 

2. 

Output Retrieved 

Page Sorry you are not Page Sorry you are not 

allowed to browse IBP will allowed to browse I P will 

be displayed. User is asked be displayed. · er i asked t 

to sign-in again using ign-in again u ing c rrect 

correct usemame and username and pas word or 

password or sign up first if sign up fir t i C he i n t an 

she is not an TBP member r P member yet. 

yet. 

Description: The output retrieved is same as the expected utput. Thi mean the c ding 

statement for this function is correct. 
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7.3 Integration Testing 

Integration testing means each new code artifact must be tested when it is added to what 

has already been integrated. The key point here is first to test the new code artifact and 

then to check that the rest of the partial product continues to behave as it did before the 

new code artifact was integrated into it. Below is one of the integration testing that has 

been conducted on user feedback module. 

Table 7.3: Integration Testing on User Feedback Module A 

No. Input Output Retrieved Expected Output 
~ 
1. Name: Sara In the dbl.mdb Microsoft The newly sent comment 

Email: Access database, in table should be inserted tn the 

sara@hotmai I. com Feedback; this new database. 

Comment: comment is inserted. 

Interesting 

website. 
- 

Description: The coding statement of this module is correct so no correction have to be 

done. 
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Table 7.4: Integration Testing on User Feedback Module B 

No. Input Output Retrieved Expected Output 

2. Name: Sara In the Sent Users' Comment User can view all comments 

Email: page, this comment is not sent by all users in page Sent 

sara@hotmail.com been displayed. Users' Comment. 

Comment: 

Interesting 

website. 

Description: Even though the feedback module has functioned correctly but, the data can 

not be displayed in Sent Users' Comment page. So, coding statement correction on this 

page has to be done. 

7.4 System Testing 

Once the integration process is complete, the product as a whole is tested; this i termed 

system testing. For IBP, when the system development ha be n cornplct d the J P i 

transferred to another computer in the faculty. This is because the computer is more 

stable to run the completed system. All the connections between databa e and interfa e 

have been set up back in that computer. In order to en ure that the ystem i f uncti ning 

well, the system is execute using Internet xplorer through I cal h t. All c nnection 

were checked and each links were te ted to . esides, the data stored in th databa e 

also has been observed whether there were any changes if any modif at ion· or data 
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have been done through the IBP interface. If there were any failure or the system did not 

display correct page or output, correction and changes towards the coding and 

connection string will be done. After several systems testing, it can be confirmed that the 

system is functioning successfully because every single links display correct page, every 

data stored are changed every time modification is made and the interface elements such 

as pictures, flash text, animation pictures are displayed. 

7.5 Summary of Chapter 7 

In Chapter 7, all testing towards IBP system that has been done are reported. Testing 

process is done all the way of system development until the lBP system is completed. 

The testing process is very important because from here only the error and faults that 

have been done can be detected earlier and corrections and modification toward the 

system can be done. System testing not only to ensure that the coding f each m dule is 

correct but the environment of system development al o must have to be in appropriate 

condition. By avoiding as many faults as possible, less problem will ccur and the I P 

system also can function successfully. 

In the next chapter, system evaluation of IBP system will be rep rted. ince the sy tern 

is already completed and testing has been done toward it, a few re ult and onclusi n 

can be done towards the system. System evaluati n is very im ortant since it can tell 

how successful the system is and how the system can be improvised for future need . 
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SYSTEM EVALUATION 
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8.0 System Evaluation 

System evaluation is basically accessing and reviewing the Interactive Bowling Portal 

(IBP) system from the time of conception until it is tested and released. The main 

purpose of system evaluation is to establish that the IBP system requirements have been 

met while establishing the system's assets and strengths. System evaluation also 

uncovers the limitations of the IBP as well as discussing the future enhancement to be 

included into the system. Not only that, all problems occurred while developing the 

system and ways to overcome them also will be stated in this chapter. System evaluation 

is done after the IBP system has gone through several system testing and been evaluated 

by lecturer and the moderator. 

8.1 IBP System Strengths 

IBP is a system that been created to teaches bowling fan how t play b wling orrectly. 

Even though we can find quite similar system available in the internet, but I P have 

several special characteristics that differentiate it from any other s ftware. he tr ngths 

of IBP system if to be compared with other bowling systems are: 

8.1.1 Ease of Control and Manipulation 

The IBP is a web-based system that functi n a a p rtal with the aim to pr vide a 

many information as it can to bowling fan . The tructurc and dcsi m of I P y tern i 

I I 
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very organized where all information is categorized in suitable section or module. This 

makes IBP very easy to be updated and makes it very easy to control the system. Not 

only that, the modules provided in IBP such as the delete, display and modify modules 

provided for administrator makes the data, design and structure of the IBP system easily 

can be manipulated by the administrator. 

8.1.2 User-friendly 

Besides, IBP is also a user-friendly system. This is because the interface of the system is 

quite colorful and the buttons are well placed which makes user very easy to navigate 

the system. The structure of information provided also very systematic and user will find 

that it is easy for them to read the content of the website. At the Home page of IBP, 

summary about each section of IBP is provided. This also can give overview to user 

about how the IBP system is all about and thus will guide them in browsing the 1 P 

website. 

8.1.3 Database Transparency 

IBP system also provides database transparency ability. It is said so because some 

functions required user to enter information such as comment, username, pas w rd 

email, vote and so on. They do not have to insert the data through the database and it i 

similar for them if they want to view the information, they can view it fr m the interface. 

While for administrator, they can do rnodificati n to dit u er inf rrnation through the 

interface too. 
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8.1.4 Security 

IBP system required user to sign-up to be a member first before they can browse all 

sections of the system. Besides, only authorized administrator is allowed to do 

modifications towards IBP design and structure. This is important because it can avoid 

unauthorized and uncontrollable access towards IBP system. Sometimes, unintended 

user browses the internet not to search for information from the website they arc 

browsing but, just to hack and make damage towards the website. So, by requiring I P 

users and administrator to sign in first at least can reduce the free access of unauthorized 

user into IBP. 

8.1.5 Maintenance 

Maintenance towards IBP system is easy to be done thus making the maintenance w rk 

can be done frequently. The design and concept structure of I P y tern is imple and 

very organized. This makes the system maintenance work such a inf rmation update 

and modification to be done in a short time. Moreover, the system it elf i devcl p d by 

using common software like Microsoft Access and Macromedia ream weaver MX. Thi 

software is commonly used by everybody and it is quite easy to u e this software. 

8.1.6 Very Helpful 

IBP system is very resourceful because it c ntain much information ab ut how to play 

bowling. The teaching modules are organized a ed n chapter t ip-b - ·t p that u ·r 
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can easily understand to learn how to play bowling. This website also not as any other 

bowling website that can be found from the internet that almost all of them more on 

selling and advertising bowling equipment and bowling centers. The entire website also 

developed by non-Malaysian while IBP is developed by Malaysian who is more 

understands about the needs of Malaysia bowling fan. 

8.2 IBP System Limitations 

Even though IBP system was designed to the best of abilities, it does however have a 

few limitations such as listed below: 

8.2.1 Not Very Interactive 

Even though IBP system is actually should function as an interactive y tern but, I P 

system is not that interactive. The content of the information are quite huge but the way 

of its representation is less interesting. The modules that allow interactivity between the 

system and user have to be added such as forum module and bulletin b ard module. y 

having these to modules, user can interact with each other and change their information 

regarding bowling. More multimedia elements also have to be inserted int the y tern 

such as animated pictures, bowling movie, animated text and o on. 
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8.2.2 Lack of Guideline Information 

Not only that, from the interface ofIBP, it can be seen that there is lack of information 

for IBP user in terms of how to use IBP. There should be more notice or example in 

every necessary interface of IBP such as sign-in page, sign-up page, feedback page and 

so on. Pictures or other elements also can be inserted into the pages rather than leaving 

the page looks empty or blank. 

8.2.3 Less Interesting Interface 

Besides, the interface of the system also is quite less interesting. ven though the 

interface does look nice but it should be improvised so that it suits every level of 

bowling fans that browse IBP. The interfaces also must have interrelation between each 

other. Logo of IBP also can be created to be put on the main page f I P. 
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8.3 IBP System Enhancement 

Although the IBP system has fulfilled its requirements but, there is still room for future 

enhancements and development of the system as listed below: 

8.3.1 Forum Module 

In the future, the forum module has to be developed into the system so that it can expand 

the interactivity of the system. User can change their opinion and have their discussion 

regarding bowling through the forum module. 

8.3.2 Bulletin Board Module 

Not only that, bulletin board module also has to be developed into the system that 

additional information regarding bowling such a bowling center in town, bowling 

shops in town, bowling tournaments being held and so on can be publi hcd. New 

regarding bowling such as Malaysia bowling player also can e pr vidcd through 

bulletin board module. All topics will be organized in the ystcm ba ed- n m nthly 

basis and user also can browse the archived topics. 

8.3.3 Improvements of Interface 

The interface of IBP also has to be changed s that it can 1 ok more interactive and 

interesting. There should be more animated picture , movie' and animated tc t insert id 
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into the system. These elements can attract more users to be a member of IBP and thus 

more interested to learn how to play bowling. 

8.3.4 Use More Stable and Reliable Software to Develop IBP 

IBP also can be developed by usmg other software rather than Macromcdia 

Dreamweaver MX and Microsoft Access Database software. This is because tho c 

software are very common and its functionality are quite limited if to be compared with 

other advanced software. The use of the latest software also can guarantee the 

successfulness of IBP system in the future. 

8.4 Problems Encountered 

Honestly to say, there were so many problems encountered tarting fr m the day f 

development itself until even the development of the system ha been c rnplct d. The 

problems that have been faced are: 

8.4.l Not Familiar with the Programming Language 

The programming language that has been u ed to dev lop I P i A tiv erver Page 

(ASP) VBScript. It was quite hard to use this pr grarnrning language at fir t in e it ha 

never been used and never been th ught bef re. F rtunately, the Macr media 

Dreamweaver MX software allow user t dcvel p y tern u in d si 'fl vi ·w r atur . 
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This makes the development process much easier. However, it is very important to 

understand and know how to use the programming language since some of the 

development problem can not just be handled by using design view tool. 

Solution: Leaming how to use the ASP VBScript programming language from books is 

a very effective way. Besides, there is also websites that teach how to use thi 

programming language and the notes also can be retrieved from those websites. 

8.4.2 Lack of Information Regarding Bowling in the Internet 

Although internet is known as the best information resource but, it was very hard to 

search for necessary information on how to play bowling from the internet. The 

information of bowling available widely in the internet is all about where t play 

bowling and where to buy bowling equipments. Other bowling web ite also d n t 

provide enough and complete information that can teach b wling fan how t play 

bowling. 

Solution: There are quite a number of books that teaches how t play b wling can be 

found in the book stores. The books are varies in size , col rs, and contains colored 

pictures or black and white pictures. Even though almost all f the b k are quite 

expensive but, contents of the books are very res urcefu I. 
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8.4.3 Lose of Documents and Software Installed 

As has been known, the development of IBP system has been done at the faculty since 

the computers are always in good condition. This is because the computers are always 

connected to the high speed internet which makes the searching for information and the 

download of software from the internet can be done in a very short time. Not only that, 

the computers also always been updated with Windows update and free of viruses that 

can harm the system that is being implemented in the system. However, the computer 

being used has to be shared with a few numbers of students who are also doing their 

system development on the same computer. This makes the using of the computer is 

quite limited and the individual system information also is exposed to other users. More 

badly, there was student who deleted the documents and software being used to develop 

and execute to run IBP system in order to run her system. This make IBP system can not 

be run and the connection between database and interface also has been c rrupted. 

Solution: In time to come, the number of students also will be arising th c mput r 

also should not be shared by a larger number of u ers. o, more computer have t 

provided for students who are going to implement their system for the i purp c. Univ
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8.4.4 Unstable Software 

The IBP system has been implemented by usmg Macromedia Dreamweaver MX 

because this software is widely available and easy to be used. However, this software is 

very sensitive and not stable at all. Even though it can provide many features but 

because of its multi-functionality ability, this software has become not stable. It is just 

suitable to develop interface by suing this software but Dreamweaver actually can not 

handle database at all. This is even agreed by senior programmer of Malaysia Airlines 

System and other senior programmers too. For example, even though the connection 

between the Dreamweaver and the Microsoft Access database has been done, but the 

connection tends to corrupt if the system is installed into other computer even though the 

computer also has the software being used by IBP. Sometimes, the IBP system also can 

not function properly even though the connection is said has been successful. 

Solution: In the future, IBP should be developed by using other software uch a 

MySQL, Apache, Swish and so on. The latest the software the better it can make the i P 

to function properly. 
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8.5 Knowledge Gained 

From the works that have been done towards IBP system development, there are many 

knowledge has been gained along the way. Some of the knowledge gained are: 

8.5.1 Knowledge on Additional Software Tools 

In order to develop IBP, all of the software used has to be studied first. Thi is important 

to ensure that the system can be developed smoothly and fewer problems will be 

occurred. The learning of each software programs makes the kn wledge and 

understanding towards the software has been increased. 

8.5.2 Good Graphical User Interface Design 

Not only that, in developing the IBP system· the interface f the y tern ha t be de ign 

to be interesting. This is because the user who brow es l P wi II not be attracted by th 

content but the interface will attract them first. With this th ught in mind, it ha in pircd 

that" interesting interface has to be produced consequently the u ing f the Ma r media 

Dreamweaver MX software has thought how to produce a good interfaced ign. 

8.5.3 Skills in Gathering Information and Fact 

In order to ensure that IBP system i full with beneficial inf rrnation, a few re arche 

and studies have been conducted that much inf rmati 11 an be r ·trie c I. Tim' b 
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time, proper techniques and procedures in searching information has actually been 

practiced. The skills in gathering information and fact have been learned and this skills 

can be very helpful in the future to come. 

8.5.4 Learning to Work Independently 

Besides, from IBP system development works too the ability to d research and make 

decisions without depending wholly on others proved to be a worthy skill. This thought 

self-sufficient and not to rely solely on one particular resource only but to gather 

information from various sources and analyze them thoroughly. 

8.5.5 Skills in Writing Documentation 

A system is never completed without proper documentati n. Thercf re, writing a 

documentation that is complete, comprehen ive and y ternatic i imp rtant in relaying 

information to the user about the system' requirements and functionality. 
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8.6 Summary of Chapter 8 

In this chapter, the evaluation of the IBP system has been carried out. This evaluation is 

done based on the observation towards the system implementation process until the 

system is complete. The evaluation reported also gathered from the lecturers during the 

IBP system presentation day. System evaluation helped to determine the limitations and 

problems encounter during the system development and future enhancements that can bo 

carried out to the system as well as knowledge gained along the way. 
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User Manual 

Here is the instruction on how to use and browse the Interactive Bowling Portal (IBP) 

system: 

I. Sign-up first to be a member of IBP. 

2. Once you are signed-up, the registration successful page will be displayed in 10 

seconds. 

3. That page will disappear and the main page of IBP will be displayed again. 

4. Sign-in using the usemame and password that you have just registered just now. 

5. Then the page welcome to IBP will be displayed. 

6. Lastly, you are allowed to browse all sections vflBP. 

7. When you are finish, just log-out from any page that you want to. 

8. The log-out link is provided at every page. 
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